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Foreword
Over the past two decades, the World Bank has supported initiatives by the Chinese government
to meet the growing and diverse needs of its energy sector.

In an effort to meet the continuing demand growth of the power sector and ensure stability of fuel
supply sources, the State Power Corporation (SP) requested World Bank assistance to assess the
viability of imported LNG as a fuel source for coastal provinces. Detailed economic assessment of
LNG as an alternative fuel source was undertaken, and the institutional, regulatory and financing
issues necessary to support its introduction were reviewed.

SP took a lead in supporting the study and participated in all stages of its preparation. It made
significant effort to coordinate cooperation with Chinese ministries and agencies, particularly State
Development Planning Commission.

In publishing this report, we hope to provide an insightful analysis of the long-term opportunities
LNG presents for China.

Yukon Huang
Director

China Country Programs
East Asia and Pacific Region
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Abstract
This report presents a summary of key issues and options relating to the development of a LNG
project in China and is based on two more detailed reports (Phase I and Phase H), which discussed
the market for gas and the institutional and financing issues necessary to support its introduction.

The objectives of the study, from which this report developed, were to examine the projected
market for gas, including demand for energy in the power and nonpower sectors, netback value of
gas compared with alternative fuels, and environmental issues supporting its introduction. A
second objective was to review the mechanisms and structures necessary to support the
introduction of gas, including the long-term gas supply chain, institutional and regulatory
structure, financing issues, and structure and final price of energy to consumers.

The beginning of this report provides a general overview of energy demand in East China and the
potential market for gas. This is followed by an assessment of fuel and gas supply options. The
later half of the report reviews key factors for the successful introduction of LNG, including
institutional, regulatory and financing issues.
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Preface
This report is a consolidated summary report of two separate reports prepared by the study team
during a 16-month period.

The study was carried out in two phases. Phase I, 'Strategic Options for Natural Gas,' assessed the
strategic energy options and the potential demand for natural gas (hereafter referred to as gas or
natural gas) in selected coastal provinces of East China. This included detailed assessment of
available energy sources and analysis of the potential demand for gas in the power and nonpower
sectors of Jiangsu and Zhejiang provinces and the municipality of Shanghai (hereafter collectively
called the Yangtze Delta). The study determined the value of gas for each sector and explored the
availability and cost of gas from alternative supply sources, including offshore gas, piped gas, and
liquefied natural gas (LNG). Finally, the team reviewed national and local environmental
regulations and assessed the economic benefits of improved environmental quality from gas
relative to continued use of coal.

Phase 2, 'Institutional Issues and Financing of LNG and Power Infrastructure in the Yangtze Delta
of China,' identified the key institutional and financing factors. It provided appropriate options for
(1) designing the institutional framework for the implementation of a LNG project and (2)
developing an appropriate financing structure and preparing a detailed cash-flow analysis of each
project component. (An accompanying report, 'LNG Guidelines for China,' serves as a general
reference source.) An appropriate institutional framework is vital for successful implementation of
LNG, considering the size of such projects, their duration, the number of Chinese parties involved,
and the potential involvement of external investors both within and outside China. All of these
factors contribute to the overall risk profile for LNG, particularly for a first major project in China.
The design of the institutional framework should take this risk into account and seek to mitigate it
to the extent possible. Reducing project risk will not only protect against overall failure of the
project but will lower the cost of supplied LNG as well.

Objectives of the Report

As noted, the study took place in two Phases: Phase I focused on the strategic energy supply options,
establishment of demand for gas, and assessment of its value for various consumer sectors. Phase II
addressed institutional, policy, commercial, and financial issues associated with the development of
gas in the study area.
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Objectives for Phase I were as follows:

* Assessment of strategic energy alternatives to meet power demand projections and
development of a least-cost plan, including the most appropriate power generation
technologies and fuel options

* Estimation of the demand for gas and its market value for power generation and other sectors

* Assessment of fuel resources and supply costs (focusing on gas)

* Review of environmental issues and policies driving investment in technologies for clean
power generation, focusing on increased use of clean fuels such as gas.

Objectives for Phase II were as follows:

* Review of long-term commitment for a gas supply chain

* Review and assess the institutional and regulatory mechanisms relevant to promoting gas

* Review financial issues, options, and slructures and their impact on the cost of energy.

Structure ofthe Report

This report provides a detailed analysis of energy sector in China, including environmental issues,
and reviews the market value for natural gas and its potential demand. The chapter-by-chapter
breakdown of topics is as follows:

1. Brief overview of energy demand in China

2. Energy profile of East China, focusing on Shanghai, Jiangsu, and Zhejiang, highlighting key
issues in the energy sector such as power sector growth, dominance of coal, role of hydro
and energy, and environmental issues for the Yangtze Delta

3. Assessment of the potential demand for gas in the power and nonpower sectors of the
Yangtze Delta and review of the principal environmental benefits

4. Review of options for gas supply including domestic gas sources, piped gas, and LNG;
presentation of an integrated gas development strategy

5. Outline of key issues for developrrment of LNG, including gas pricing, institutional
framework, role of government agencies, financing, and final cost of energy to consumers

6. Discussion of the ownership structure and trading arrangements, focusing on contracts
and ownership structures

7. Review of regulation and the role of government, including gas pricing, institutional issues,
and the necessary regulatory and legal conditions for developing LNG in China

8. Discussion of the financing strategy; options for downstream LNG investments and LNG
purchase contracts; review of potential financing structure and risk mitigation measures

9. Analysis of the financial viability of LNG using several sensitivity factors

10. Review of the principal conclusions of the study.

x Liquefied Natural Gas in China
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Glossary
Allowable costs The costs that the regulator permits to be included in the prices

charged (excessive costs may not be allowed).

Back-to-back provisions The linking of a condition in one contract to a similar condition in a

related contract (e.g., the duration of a gas supply contract is the same
as the duration of the related power off-take contract).

Buildup The rate at which demand increases.

Business chain The linked set of businesses that complete LNG production, delivery,

and use by final consumer (also caled LNG chain).

Capacity payment Payment of a fixed charge for making capacity available (e.g., part of a

PPA) independlent of consumption.

City gate Price of gas delivered to the city.

Commercial risk Risks associated with selling to consumers (e.g., market, credit, price).

Completion risk See Construction risk.

Concession A contract for a defined period that confers the right to use a facility to
supply a service to a defined area or set of customers (e.g., a monopoly

or exclusive right to supply gas for several years in a defined area).

Construction risk Risk that the plant construction will overrun on cost or time, or fail to

operate to design standards (also called Completion risk).

Contract structure The set of contracts between parties implementing a project.

Contracts for differences A particular form of contract for purchasing electricity in a competitive
market, by which the final settlement price is fixed and may be
different from the market price.

Controllable risks Risks that are under the control of one of the parties in the business

chain (e.g., dispatch of power stations).

Cost of capital The interest rate that must be paid on funds invested. Cost of capital
varies depending on whether the funds are borrowed from a bank or

raised from shareholders.

Credit risk Risk that customer may default on payment

Creditworthiness Ability of a borrower to provide security for the repayment of a loan,

typically determined by the lending community.

Cross-subsidy Price paid by one category of consumers recovers cost incurred by another.

Discount rate Rate applied to discounting or calculating net present value (N PV).

Discounting Adjusting future costs and benefits to make them equivalent to current
money by applying a defined discount rate, often chosen to be the

required rate of return (ROR).

Dispatch risk Risk that power plant may not be dispatched as much as expected.

Distribution system The low-pressure gas pipeline system that delivers gas from the high-

pressure system to the final consumers.

Downstream Here refers to the receiving terminal, regasification, pipelines,

distribution, and power stations.

Economic value The value of the resource calculated at the discount rate applicable to

the country as a whole (the social or economic discount rate), usually

specified by the government.

Economic viablity When ROR of a project exceeds the government-specified discount rate.

xiv



Electricity pool A centralized, short-term electricity market through which electricity is
traded. The pool determines the dispatch of plant and the electricity
price by competitive bids by generators (and consumers, in some pools).

Eligibility criteria The criteria for selecting which consumers are allowed to purchase
electricity directly from generation companies rather than from a
centralized supplier, as in the single buyer model. Typically, large
companies are the ones selected to purchase directly.

Energy charge Payment for the variable part of a fuel supply or power purchase
agreement, depending on units of energy (electricity) supplied.

Energy conversion contract See Energy tolling contract.
Energy elasticity The relationship between GDP growth and energy demand growth.

Energy tolling contract Contract for operation of a power plant in which the power off-taker
purchases and owns the fuel and the plant is paid only for the use of its
capacity and operation. Also called an energy conversion contract

Expansion project Investment in expansion of an existing LNG facility.
Financial viability When the ROR of a project exceeds the investor's required ROR (i.e.,

exceeds the investor's cost of capital).
Force majeure Conditions outside any contractual party's control (e.g., earthquake)

severely impair or prevent performance of a contract.
Fuel supply agreement A contract for purchasing agreed quantities of fuel for a power station.

Typically a long-term contract with some take-or-pay obligations, which
is usually backed by a power purchase agreement (PPA).

Gas buyer The entity that signs the long-term LNG purchase contract.
Gas development company A new company, probably a joint venture (JV) between a number of

state-owned or private companies, formed to carry out key activities in
the development of the new gas market. These could include
investment, trading, and marketing.

Gas marketer Organization that markets and sells gas to final consumers.
Gas off-take agreement A contract for purchasing agreed quantities of gas, typically a long-term

contract with some take-or-pay obligations and an indexed gas price.
Gas-to-gas competition Competition between alternative suppliers of gas to a consumer

Greenfield project A new (LNG or CCGT) plant on a new site.
Guarantee Herein, a government promise to meet obligation of borrower.
Indexation The linking of a price to an index, so that the price is automatically

adjusted as the index price changes (e.g., gas price linked to
international oil price index).

Institutional framework The ownership structure of the sector, contractual relations, trading
arrangements, and legal and regulatory framework.

I nterfuel competition Competition between different fuels that can supply the same use (e.g.,
power generation or cooking).

joint venture (IV) Agreement between two parties to invest jointly in a project.
Liberalization of market Removal of institutional and/or regulatory restrictions to new

investment or to operation of the market.
LNG chain See Business chain.
LNG train Facilities for LNG liquefaction.

Market creation stage Initial investment in a market and development of new consumers
sufficient to make the project viable.

Market development stage Expansion of market by extending supplies to new consumers or new
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geographical areas.
Market risk Risk that demand or revenue may be less than expected.

Mature market stage Stage when gas supply is available to all consumers and inter-fuel
competition becomes a major determinant of further growth.

Merchant pipeline The owner of the pipeline is the only company that may use it, and it
owns the gas that is transported through the pipeline.

Merchant power plant A power plant wvithout any long-term contracts other than with final
consumers and that operates competitively in the market.

Mid-merit operation Intermittent (of ten two cyde) operation of power station to meet
daytime load, typically operating for 4,000 to 6,000 hours annually.

Minimum scale project The smallest size of a project to achieve acceptable unit costs.
Must-run obligation A power station contract (dispatch agreement or part of the PPA) that

specifies mininium dispatch in a specified time period or allows the
operator to determrine when the plant is dispatched.

Net present value (N PV) The net value in money of a defined year of all future costs and
benefits, discounted at a defined discount rate.

Netback value The value of a fuel (gas) calculated as the final selling price less all the
costs of delivering the fuel to the final consumer. The netback value
can be calculated to any point in the business chain.

Netback price The highest delivered cost of gas to the consumer, adjusted for
conversion costs and operating efficiencies, as compared with currently
used fuels, for gas to remain just competitive with currently used or
alternative fuels.

Nodal pricing Prices set between points of entry to and exit from a network.
Nondiscrimination The termns for supply or price to each consumer in a defined category

must be the sarne and must not exploit any form of monopoly or
market power against a particular consumer or group of consumers.

Open-access pipeline A pipeline to which any gas supplier has access on nondiscriminatory
terms for transporting his own gas

Ownership structure The owners and the type of company (state-owned or private, single
shareholder or joint venture, monopoly or multiple companies, etc.).

Pass-through of costs Seller may add the full costs of purchase to selling price and adjust the
selling price whenever costs change (e.g., costs of fuel).

PipeCo Short name for the pipeline owner or operating company.
Political risk Risk associated with political, legal, tax, or macroeconomic factors of

the particular country (some are under the control of the government).
Postage-stamp pricing The transportalion charge is uniform and does not vary by distance,

node, or zone.
Power off-take agreement A contract for purchasing agreed quantities (or fixed capacity) of

electricity. Typilcally a long-termn contract and an indexed or regulated
power price (see also power purchase agreement).

Power purchase agreement Typically includes separate charges for capacity and energy, and
(PPA) minimum dispatch requirements. A power off-take agreement.

Price cap Price regulation that fixes the formula for energy prices for a number of
years and is designed to give incentives for efficiency. One of the
cornmon price cap arrangements is known as RPI-X+Y, in which the
price is indexed to inflation (RPI), less a factor designed to increase
efficiency (X), plus indexation against uncontrollable costs (Y).

Primary law Legislation passed by the national legislature.
Process-or-pay agreement The minimum rate of use of or payment for a facility (e.g.,

regasification terminal). Similar in effect to a take-or-pay agreement.
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Rate of return (ROR) The annualized rate of profit earned by an investment over its lifetime,
usually expressed in real terms (i.e., after removing the effect of
inflation). The Required ROR is the minimum that an investor would
accept to carry out the investment, and is usually equal to or greater
than the investor's cost of capital.

Receiving terminal Harbor, unloading facilities, storage tanks, and regasification plant.
Regas terminal Alternate term for receiving terminal.

Regulatory framework The legal basis for economic and technical regulation, the bodies
responsible for regulation, and the scope and method of regulation.

Remittability The ability to transfer funds out of the country.
Revenue cap Form of price regulation that fixes the formula for total revenue for a

number of years. Revenue cap is typically applied to activities that have
a high proportion of fixed costs (e.g., pipeline transportation).

Risk The chance that the financial cost may be higher, or that the benefit
may be lower, than expected.

Risk premium The component of a discount rate that reflects the risk of the particular
project compared with the rate of return that would be acceptable on a
.zero risk' (i.e., very low risk) investment.

Security of supply The risk involved in the availability of supply of a fuel
Single buyer A centralized power model in which all generators must sell all their

electricity to the 'single buyer,' who then sells to electricity suppliers
and large consumers at a uniform bulk supply tariff.

Take-or-pay contract A contract that specifies minimum quantities that must be paid for
even if not taken in a specified time period if made available. Some
take-or-pay contracts have 'roll-over' provisions that allow quantities
paid for but not taken in one time period to be taken in a subsequent
period.

TermCo Short name for the receiving terminal company.
Trading arrangements The form of the market and the type of trading that occurs (direct or

through an intermediary, short term or long term, negotiated or open
competition, etc.).

Transparency Decisions or calculations that are based on defined and objective
criteria and information.

Transportation charge The charge for use of the network facilities to transport energy between
a supplier and a consumer.

Unbundling The accounting separation of different activities within a utility-either
services or companies. 'Unbundling' does not necessarily require
separation of ownership or creation of separate companies, but it
usually requires some degree of management separation.

Uncontrollable risks Risks not under the control of any party in the business chain (e.g.,
weather, international oil prices; compare fbrce majeure).

Uniform pricing No price differentiation is made based on location, but gas prices will
vary by category of consumer (e.g., small and large consumers).

Upstream Here, production of gas, liquefaction, and transport to China.
Volume risk Risk that demand quantity may be less than expected.

Zonal pricing Prices that depend on the geographical zone of the supplier or
consumer.
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Units of Measure

Natural Gas

Volume

1 MCF (1,000 CF) = 28.32 cubic meters (CM)
1 BCM= 35.3 BCF = about 0.9 MM TOE = about 1.35 MMTCE
1 ton of LNG = 2.35 cubic meters of LNG = 1,400 CM of natural gas

Energy

1 MMBtu (252,000 Kcal) = 28.32 CM
1 CM = about 9,000 Kcal

Town Gas

1 CM = about 3,700 Kcal

Energy and Power

1 kWh 3,412 BTU = 860 Kcal
1 MW = 1,000 kW
1 GWh of electricity consumes approximately

* 250 tons of oil in an oil-fired conventional steam power plant
* 390 tons of coal in a coal-fired power plant
* 282,000 CM of natural gas in a combined-cycle power plant.

Currency Units

8.3 Yuan Renminbi (RMB) = 1 US$ (1998)
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Energy Demand Growth in China
As of 1999, China was the second largest energy consumer in the world, after the United States,
with a total demand of about 36 quadrillion Btu in 1995. China's energy demand is expected to
grow by about 4 to 5 percent annually through 2015-a rate significantly higher than the 1 percent
forecast for the industrial countries (U.S. Department of Energy 1999). Given these demand
projections and the growing supply deficit, the growth in China's energy imports is expected to
become increasingly important, particularly for liquid fuels and gases. Last, the production and
efficient distribution of energy will be one of China's greatest challenges in coming years, as most
energy reserves (i.e., coal) are located inland, at some distance from the coastal demand centers,
and bottlenecks in transport of coal and electricity have been significant.

From 1980 to 1995, commercial energy demand in China, driven by rapid economic growth,
increased at about 4.1 percent annually-a much faster rate than in developed markets such as the
United States, where energy demand grew at a rate of less than 2 percent. The expansion has been
particularly pronounced in China's coastal provinces of Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Fujian, and Guangdong
and in the municipality of Shanghai. In these areas, industrial growth and the resulting rise in
living standards in cities led to annual GDP growth rates of about 16 percent from 1990 to 1996.

Energy will continue to play an integral role in China's highly industrialized coastal regions even
though slower economic growth is likely in the near term. Energy demand forecasts indicate that to
the year 2020, total energy consumption in these provinces will grow by about 4 percent per year.

Aware of the increased demand for energy, the Chinese government is striving to develop a
comprehensive strategy to ensure that continued economic growth is sustained by sufficient
energy supplies. Energy and environmental security are driving forces of national energy policy.
Principal concerns of the emerging Chinese energy policy include the following:

* Development of indigenous oil and gas resources

* Development of domestic oil and gas markets

* Diversification of energy sources

* Diversification of imported energy suppliers

* Protection of the environment at reasonable cost

* Investment in energy conservation and energy efficiency.
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China is addressing each of these concerns, and it appears that the most appropriate solution given
long-term demand growth projections for energy consumption is diversification of fuel supply.
Ideally, this diversification would focus on clean fuels that are price competitive with currently
available fuels, such as coal. The substitute fuels must also be available in sufficient quantities. In
this context, gas appears to meet the requirements of Chinese energy policy.

Power Demand

China's power demand is unmatched in the world. In 1997, China had an installed capacity of
about 250 Gigawatts (GW; Table 1.1). Between 1980 and 1997, total power generation in China
more than tripled, with average annual capacity additions of between 15 and 16 GW (8 percent
annually). The country has 13 power grids with capacities of 1 GW or greater, 5 of which are
wholly operated administrative regional groups. As of 1997, total electricity generation was 1,135
Terawatt hours (IWh), of which about 83 percent was thermal (944 TWh) and 17 percent hydro
(191 TWh). Coal-fired plants provide more than 90 percent of the thermal generation. About 80
percent of the generating capacity added to the system from 1980 to 1997 consisted of coal-fired
units. Oil-fired plants accounted for the remainder, although they have been declining sharply in
recent years.

Table 1.1 Power Capacity and Generation in China, 1980-97

Annual % growth

Power demand item 1980 1990 1995 1997 1980-97

Total capacity (GW) 65.9 137.9 217.2 250.0 8.2

Percentage hydro 30.7 26.1 24.0 23.4

Percentage thermal 69.3 73.9 76.0 76.6

Total generation (lWh) 301.0 621.3 1,006.9 1,135.0 8.1

Percentage hydro 19.4 20.2 18.5 16.8

Percentage thermal 59.3 79.8 81.5 83.2

The growth in power demand is tied directly to economic growth, as the elasticity of electricity
generation growth to GDP growth during 1980-97 was 0.83. Even though this is an exceptionally
low elasticity for any country over a sustained period, it does demonstrate that with continued
economic growth China will need to meet increasing energy demand. Even with aggressive
conservation efforts, electricity demand/GDI' elasticity is expected to remain low, at about 1.0,
well below elasticities in comparable developing countries.

As of 1997, the largest consumer of electric power was the industrial sector (74 percent), followed
by households (11 percent), services.(9 percent), and agriculture (6 percent). Compared with the
previously noted average yearly increase of about 16 GW from 1980 to 1997 (8.2 percent rate),
average yearly additions to electric power capacity will be 16.7 GW from 1997 to 2000, 22 GW
from 2000 to 2005, and 28 GW from 2005 to 2010, according to Chinese estimates. This amounts to
a 6.3 percent rate over the period from 1997 to 2010 (Table 1.2).
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Table 1.2 Electricity Forecast (1997-2010)

Annual % growth

Forecast item 1997 2000 2005 2010 1997-2010

Electricity demand (IWh) 1,135 1,400 1,870 2,500 6.3

Installed capacity (GW) 250 300 410 550 6.3

Average annual additional
capacity (GW) n.a. 16.7 22 28

Note: n.a. = not applicable

Energy Supply Options

China has a diverse mix of indigenous energy resources available to fuel the growing demand in
the power and industrial sectors, including coal, crude oil, natural gas, hydropower, nuclear, and
renewables.

Of greatest strategic importance to China is its rich endowment of coal and hydro resources. These
have played, and will continue to play, an integral role in the development of China's energy
potential. Unfortunately, these resources are located primarily in central and southwestern China,
far from the more industrialized coastal provinces in the East and South, where energy demand is
the greatest and alternative energy supplies are most limited. Transporting and transforming these
resources into exploitable energy is fraught with difficulties, including constraints in transport
supply, insufficient capacity, and high cost. Moreover, although coal will continue to play a major
role in meeting energy demand, environmental problems and the resulting costs associated with its
use are becoming a major concern to Chinese authorities.

Energy-induced Environmental Damage

Energy consumption is a major cause of pollution and has extremely effects on the environment,
the peoples' health, and the economy. The reduction of particulates and SO2 from households and
small industries will have the most beneficial impact on the urban population, which suffers
severely from indoor and outdoor air pollution. The devastation wrought by such pollution is
illustrated by the following facts (World Bank 1996, 1997):

* Air and water pollution damage to human health may be as high as $54 billion a year-
nearly 8 percent of GDP in 1995.

* As many as 289,000 deaths a year could be avoided if air pollution alone is reduced to
comply with Chinese government standards.

* Indoor air pollution, primarily from burning coal and biomass for cooking and heating,
causes 111,000 premature deaths each year, mainly in rural areas.

* Each year, some 7.4 million person work years are lost to health damages related to air
pollution.
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Acid rain in the high-sulfur coal regions of southern and southwestern China threatens to
damage 10 percent of the land area and may already have reduced crop and forestry
productivity by 3 percent overall and up to 25 percent in the worst areas.

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, linked to particulate pollution, is the number one
cause of all adult deaths in China, at 26 percent of the total. This is five times the rate of the
United States.
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2
An Energy Profile of the
East China Region

Profile ofthe Study Area

The study briefly surveyed the energy situation in four coastal provinces of China-Jiangsu,
Zhejiang Fujian, and Guangdong-and the municipality of Shanghai. The team also completed a
detailed analysis of the energy market and potential use of gas for the Yangtze Delta area. This
comprised, specifically, the provinces of Jiangsu and Zhejiang and the municipality of Shanghai.
This study area was selected as a result of a review by the State Power Corporation of China and is
intended to serve as a representative example for gas use in coastal areas.

Although the study concentrated on the Yangtze Delta, it reviews the available gas and other
energy resources in several coastal provinces as well in as some interior provinces. In addition, the
results of the study, both in terms of the methodology employed and the conclusions reached, are
applicable to other provinces that are considering using gas. Figure 2.1 shows the coastal areas and
provinces in the East that the Chinese government is studying for the potential use of gas, as well
as the major coal- and gas-producing provinces in the West.

The study assessed demand for energy-principally in the power sector and in selected nonpower
sectors. The power sector analysis assessed electricity demand and developed least-cost plans for
the three areas as an interconnected system. For the nonpower sector, the study focused on
Shanghai and the immediately adjoining urban and industrial areas of Jiangsu and Zhejiang as the
demand center.

In 1996, Jiangsu and Zhejiang provinces and Shanghai had a combined population of 128 million
with an average annual per capita income of about $1,600, approximately 60 percent above the
average for China of about $700. These areas also had an economic growth rate of more than 40
percent above the average for China.
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Figure 2.1 Energy Resources and Target Areas for Use of Natural Gas in China
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Energy Demand Growth in Coastal China

From 1990 to 1996, economnic growth in China was dramatic-an average annual growth of 11
percent. China's coastal provinces, in particular Shanghai and Guangdong, led the surge, with
annual rates of about 16 percent. Energy has been a critical component supporting this growth.

The power and industrial sectors have contributed largely to the growth in energy demand, relying
principally on domestic coal resources. The energy demand growth in the Yangtze Delta is
expected to continue. Despite the recent slowdown in Asia, economic forecasts for the area are
robust. Moreover, because many parts of China face constraints in domestic coal supply, is
increasingly aware of environmental impacts, and has instituted new regulations to control
pollution, the country is now seeking both a larger and a cleaner energy supply.

As Table 2.1 notes, total energy demand in the coastal provinces is projected to grow from 253
million tons of coal equivalent (FCE) in 1995 to 798 million TCE by 2020. Energy demand growth
in the five provinces during the period 1995-2020 exceeds the average for China, with total energy
demand for the provinces growing to more than 30 percent of China's total energy consumption in
2020, compared with about 19 percent in 1995.
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Table 2.1 Projected Energy Demand in China's Coastal Provinces (million TCE)

Annual growth
Province 1995 2000 2010 2020 1995-2000

Shanghai 45 59 89 117 3.9%

Jiangsu 80 105 166 236 4.4%

Zhejiang 46 68 106 145 4.7%
Fujian 21 35 62 91 6.0%
Guangdong 61 85 148 209 5.0%
Total coastal provinces 253 322 571 798 4.7%

as % of total energy 19.3% 21.3% 27.4% 30.2%
consumption

China 1,312 1,515 2,083 2,640 2.8%
Source: Beijing Economic Research Institute (BERI; 1998).

Energy Demand in the Yangtze Delta

Growth in energy demand in the Yangtze Delta is projected at 500 million TCE by 2020, reflecting
a 4.4 percent annual growth rate versus 2.8 percent for all of China. The estimate is conservative
because it is based on income elasticity of energy demand growth of less than 0.70, consistent with
China's historical patterns but low compared with Asian countries at similar stages of growth.

Power Sector Demand

The two Yangtze Delta provinces (Jiangsu and Zhejiang), along with Shanghai, make up most of
the East China Power Network (ECPN). The combined capacity of the ECPN (which also includes
Anhui Province, not part of this study) was just over 37,000 MW in 1998 and consisted mainly of
coal-fired plant and some hydro. Most of the coal imported to China is consumed in these regions.

Table 2.2 shows a projected power balance for the first modeling year of the study, 1998. More
than 80 percent of the capacity for that year is coal fired. The system reserve margin is 19 percent,
but a further 1,200 MW of connected capacity at Shidongkou, Shanghai, is included in the analysis
(raising the margin to 23 percent). Future expansion at Wujing, in Shanghai, is also included. As
Table 2.2 shows, Shanghai currently has no spare power capacity; Zhejiang has the largest surplus.

Table 2.2 Projected Power Balance, 1998 (MW)

Balance element Zhejiang Shanghai Jiangsu Total Percent

Power demand 9,357 8,600 13,250 31,207 100%
Installed capacity a
Coal 8,158 6,030 11,025 25213 81%

Other thermal 424 2,570 5,182 8,176 26%
Hydro 3,643 0 0 3,643 12%

Total capacity 12,225 8,600 16,207 37,032
Percent 33% 23% 44% 100%

Reserve margin 31% 0% 22% 19%
Source: BERI (1998). a Includes reserve margin
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Table 2.3 shows the installed capacity and generation of the three provinces. Jiangsu has more than
44 percent of total capacity at almost 14,000 MW; Zhejiang, 10,700 MW; and Shanghai, 6,900 MW.

Table 2.3 Installed Capacity (MW) and Generation (GWh) in Yangtze Delta, 1996

Province Installed capacity Total generation
Jiangsu 13,882 75,639
Shanghai a 6,916 39,130
Zhejiang 10,715 44,835
Total 31,513 159,604

Source: BERI (1998). a Figures for Shanghai are for1995.

The study area is not itself rich in local energy resources. Available resources are at some distance,
and transportation issues exacerbate the problem of supply (the issues are mainly coal
transportation bottlenecks and the high costs of transmission lines from inland hydroelectric
plants and minemouth coal-fired plants). For this reason, the area is pursuing a balanced energy
supply strategy embodying the use of all available energy resources for diversification and security.

Nuclear power is on line in the region (a 280 MW plant in Zhejiang) and is expected to increase to a
total of 5,000 MW by 2005. Local hydroelectric resources are limited (full potential, 13 GW), and are
approximately 50 percent exploited to date. Power imports from other provinces are also intended, as
demonstrated by the plans to purchase 5,400 MfW from the Three Gorges hydroelectric station after
2005 and the building of the Yacheng coal-fired power plant (6 x 350 MW) in Shanxi, which is
dedicated to provide power to Jiangsu by 1999. In the future, other hydro resources may become
available, but the study limited its analysis to hydro resources from outside the Yangtze Delta that
had been identified and included in the development plans of the various provinces.

Jiangsu is among the most developed provinces in China. Indigenous energy resources are limited,
so, like the other provinces in this study, Jiangsu will have to import most of its energy from other
areas. Oil, hydroelectric, and gas make up only a small share of the province's supply. To address
the growing need for greater energy, a nuclear power plant is planned for Lianyunguang City and
is scheduled to open in 2005-6. In the near term, the province has signed a power purchase
agreement (PPA) to secure coal from Shanxi Province for the soon-to-open Yacheng power plant.

Shanghai-China's largest industrial, commerciaL and financial center-is powered primarily by coal-
fired thermal plants. However, as virtually all of its primary energy consumption depends on imports
from other regions in China or from abroad, Shanghai suffers from energy shortfalls and load shedding.
With energy consumption per capita and energy intensity far greater than in most of China, Shanghai
faces a challenge in meeting its future energy needs in an environmentally sustainable manner.

Zhejiang has limited coal reserves and some hydro resources. About half of the potential hydro
(4,700 MW) is already developed. These hydro facilities make up more than a quarter of Zhejiang's
capacity but typically provide only a tenth of electricity generation. Coal accounts for more than
two-thirds of total energy consumption, but 97 percent must be imported from other provinces.
Industry still uses 75 pecent of the total electricity generated, but demand is growing in light
industry, construction, transportation, and retail. Zhejiang, the second-fastest developing region in
China, is expected to continue to grow more rapidly than the national average. Zhejiang has good
access to sea transport and available sites for construction of thermal and hydro plants.
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Nonpower Sector Demand

The Yangtze Delta has five principal sectors of nonpower energy demand: residential, commercial,
industrial, metallurgical, and petrochemical. Coal is the dominant fuel for four of these sectors (80
percent of nonpower demand); the exception is residential, where LPG and town gas have
increased dramatically. Heavy fuel oil (7 percent of nonpower demand) is the second major fuel,
used mostly in metallurgy and petrochemicals. Heat processes are the major use of these fuels.
LPG and town gas are the only gas-based fuels consumed, with most demand in the residential and
commercial sectors. LPG consumption has grown rapidly in recent years, largely in response to
economic growth and the absence of alternative clean fuels. The increase has been from about
3,000 tons in 1990 to more than 7,500 tons by 1995, an annual growth rate of 14 percent.

In the cities of the Yangtze Delta study area, consumption of all gases and access to gas increased
significantly from 1985 to 1995. LPG consumption increased by 255 percent, and town gas
consumption increased by 425 percent. Concurrently, residential access to gas in urban areas has
increased dramatically-from 17 percent in 1980 to more than 70 percent by 1995. In comparison,
urban consumption of coal grew only by 12 percent during this same period.

LPG access has increased from only 52 cities in 1980 to 430 cities by 1993, with more than 70
percent of LPG consumption is Eastern Chinese cities. LPG has been used as an interim fuel,
primarily to replace coal and other heating fuels in urban areas. Typically, LPG consumption in
consumer and commercial sectors declines rapidly when other, more attractive fuels are available,
such as natural gas. Future plans are to divert LPG to feedstock applications in the chemical
industry, using natural gas to meet the growing urban energy demand.

Coal's Dominance Continues

China has large coal deposits, with recoverable reserves of about 900 billion tons, of which
approximately 115 billion tons, or 13 percent, are proven. The geographic distribution of reserves
is quite uneven. Some 80 percent of China's coal reserves are located away from the coastal
consuming regions. A growing share of total coal production comes from three provinces in the
north central area: Shanxi, Inner Mongolia (Nei Mongolia), and Shaanxi, which account for 28.1
percent, 22 percent, and 17.5 percent, respectively, of total proven reserves. Coalbed methane may
provide a significant source of energy in the future, although current annual production is only
about 500 million cubic meters (MCM), with reserves of about 3,500 billion cubic meters (BCM)
distributed mainly in Hubei and the northwestern areas of China.

Because of the distance of coal resources from most industrially developed areas, interregional coal
trade is massive. The supply chain that brings coal from the producing areas to the coastal areas,
and specifically to the Yangtze Delta, has three critical components: railway transport, coastal and
inland waterway transport, and port unloading facilities. Unfortunately, this supply chain suffers
from major bottlenecks as a result of insufficient rail and port unloading capacity. As a result, the
supply of coal to the eastern provinces is limited, and the security of energy supply is questionable.
Figure 2.2 presents an overview of coal flows to the Yangtze Delta.
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Figure 2.2 Major Coal Transport Corridors to Yangtze Delta
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A study by the World Bank (1994) on China's coal and electricity delivery system concluded that
the country's transport capacity and infrastructure may not be keeping pace with the growing
demand for carriage of coal. Currently, rail freight capacity meets 70 percent of demand, and the
inland coal producers have experienced serious bottlenecks in transporting coal to the eastem
consumption centers. More recently, there hLas been some improvement. A major factor here is
lack of a sufficient number of locomotives, but shortfaas of rolling stock and inabivty of the
infrastructure to handle the volume appear oth be even more severe problems. The limited capacity
of China's ports also presents a major challenge for energy transport. In the study area, for
example, Shanghai needs an additional 25 niillion tons of new unloading capacity, and other ports

south of Shanghai and on the Yangtze River require an additional 10 million tons to meet the

demand forecast for coal deliveries. Limitation in the coal supply chain reflects the information

available at the time of the study but does not affect the analysis in a quantitative way. More

specifically, no constraints were imposed Olli the arnount of coal available, and the coal prices

reflect the economic costs of production a:nd transportation. If the transportation costs have
declined since the study was completed, obviously this could have an impact on the LNG demand.
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Before the pricing reform in 1993, coal prices were set at artificially low levels. Today, however,
most coal prices in China reflect actual economic prices. With only a few exceptions, current
consumer prices do not have any government subsidies and are equal to or exceed the economic
cost of supply. The typical coal price that consumers in Shanghai and Guangzhou pay for Shanxi
coal (5,200 kcal/kg heating value) averages 300 RMB/ton, or about US$35/ton. Adjusting to a heat
content of 6,500 kcal/kg, which is typical of internationally traded thermal coal, makes the
equivalent price US$44/ton, near the top of the average price range (US$35 to $45/ton) for
imported coal in the region.

Role of Hydro

Relatively speaking, hydropower is the least-cost generation source in China. It serves, and will
serve, a major role in meeting the base-load power generation needs of the country. The generation
cost is about $0.03/kWh.

Hydro resources are abundant in China as a whole. The country has a hydroelectric potential of
670 GW, of which 380 GW are considered suitable for exploitation (Sinton et al. 1996). This
capacity may generate up to 1,900 TWh per year. By the end of 1996, 56 GW of installed hydro
capacity were in operation, reflecting approximately 14.7 percent of the exploitable resource. The
installed capacity is expected to increase to 70 GW by the year 2000 and to 100 GW by 2010. It is
possible that hydro resources inland are more cost-effective than LNG-based power generation.
However, the study (because of limited resources) had to use as a base the official development
program in the region. To the extent that hydro resources are included in the official plans of the
various provinces, the study took them into account. Three Gorges is a good example. As Tables
2.4 and 2.5 show (included as Tables 4.4 and 4.5 in Phase 1 report), the capacity allocated to
Shanghai, Jiangsu, and Zhejiang reaches 5,400 MW by year 2009. These were the official estimates
at the time of the study, identified by BERI.

Table 2.4 Power from Three Gorges Allocated to Jiangsu, Shanghai and Zhejiang

Year 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
Three Gorges capacity (MW) 1,400 4,200 7,000 9,800 12,600 15,400 18,200
Capacity allocated to study region 415 1,246 2,077 2,908 3,738 4,569 5,400

Table 2.5 Seasonal Variation of Average Power from Three Gorges Allocated to the Study Area (TWh)

Year 2006 2010 2020
Season 1 June-September) 5.1 10.1 12.6
Season 2 (October-December) 4.9 5.1 5.4
Season 3 (anuary-May) 3.9 5.4 6.9

Total 13.9 20.6 24.9

The demand analysis was reported more fully in the Phase 1 report, which also showed a number
of sensitivity cases with different annual load factors for the gas fired plant. Note that any thermal
plant can take the complementary role with Three Gorges, including coal-fired plants. Because
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seasonal coal storage is more practical than seasonal gas storage, and considering the probable
requirement for a take-or-pay contract for gas, coal-fired plants could be preferred in some
circumstances to gas plants for fulfilling the complementary role.

However, constraining factors on hydro development are also noteworthy. Some 75 percent of the
hydro potential is in the West.(e.g., in the ongoing Three Gorges project), more than 1,500 km
from the load centers of coastal China. Hydro capacity is limited in some coastal areas, such as that
served by the ECPN. Although China has increased its efforts to develop large-scale hydro
resources, three factors in particular are likely to slow hydro development:

* The existing transmission system is inadequate.

* The distance of the resources from the demand centers adversely affects the economics of
transmission projects, making them uneconomic to finance.

* Many hydro projects have significant environmental impacts and face strong opposition
from local and international groups.

Key Energy and Environmental Issues in the Yangtze Delta

Several key issues drive the energy market in coastal China, particularly in the Yangtze Delta:

* EEnergy resources are in limited availability in demand centers of coastal China.

* Infrastructure supply constraints hamper delivery. This is particularly a problem with
regard to the bulk transport of coal from mines in western and central China. Limitations
are also evident in the high-voltage transmission system carrying electricity from western
China to power-deficit areas in easteni China.

* Coal consumption is a direct cause of high and increasing levels of urban air pollution.

Coal reserves currently supplying the Yangtze Delta are located principally in Shanxi and Shaanxi
provinces. Transporting coal to demand centers in the Yangtze Delta requires a complex supply
chain, often including railway and inland waterway transport, along with oceangoing barges. As a
result, the delivered cost of domestic coal tc the coast areas approximates that of internationally
priced coal-greater than $40/ton. This situation is not Likely to improve much in the long term.

Other energy resources will play a role in the coastal region's energy balance, but they are not
available in sufficient quantities to meet the forecast demand growth, especially in the power sector.
The coastal provinces have already exploited the limited hydroelectric power available from local
sites. Power delivered by long-distance transmission from large hydroelectric facilities (including
Three Gorges) and minemouth plants in inland China could meet some of the demand. But because
existing transmission capacity is limited, expansion plans would need to scrutinize the economics of
using long-distance transmission versus other options for power supply. Similarly, although China
has embarked on an ambitious nuclear development program, questions remain regarding both its
economics and its ability to meet the projectedL schedule. Petroleum-based resources in coastal China
are not significant and are used primarily to meet demand for transport fuel.

Air quality in both inland and coastal areas has continued to deteriorate because of increased levels
of sulfur and suspended particulates. These are directly related to coal consumption in both the
power and nonpower sectors. The power and, industrial sectors are major contributors to emissions
from coal burning, although the deleterious effects of large-scale coal combustion are in part
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mitigated by pollution control equipment and dispersion of emissions from high smokestacks.
Burning of coal in commercial and residential applications is thus perhaps more injurious to
people, as the emissions tend to be dirtier and less easily dispersed.

Last, the resulting regional and global environmental benefits will also affect neighboring
countries, such as Japan and.South Korea. Recognizing these external benefits, non-Chinese
entities may well facilitate LNG investment in China.
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Projected Demand for Gas and Influence of
Benefits of Gas Use
The competitiveness of gas as an alternative fuel is the principal determinant of its long-term
market demand not only in the Yangtze Delta but also in China as a whole. In most geographic
areas and uses it will compete directly with coal. At present, domestic gas may compete in areas
where it can be produced economically, and imported gas may compete in areas where alternative
energy sources are unavailable, where they are prohibitively expensive, or where air pollution
dictates the use of a clean fuel.

The envirornental benefits of gas are important considerations and a principal driver in
promoting increased use of gas. The combination of both environmental and nonenvironmental
benefits means that several key factors will drive the establishment of gas markets.

Demand for Gas

Characteristics of Demand

The projected demand for gas is greatest in three geographic/ demographic areas:

* Areas of high energy demand growth, both in power and household demand

* Areas characterized by increasingly limited access to domestic coal supplies and prices
approaching international levels

* Areas with high levels of air pollution and newly introduced or pending restrictions on the
burning of coal.

Most locations that fulfill these three characteristics are in urban areas and include Beijing and the
coastal cities of Hong Kong, Shenzhen, Guangzhou, Shanghai, Hangzhou, Nanjing, Qinqdao, and
Tianjin. In some of these areas, however-particularly East China and Guangdong-gas or LNG
may not be the most logical fuel option. More detailed analysis of each market is required before
such a conclusion can be reached.
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Yangtze Delta Case Study

The study team calculated gas demand for the power and nonpower sectors in the Yangtze Delta.
Gas demand in the power sector was based on a power system model for the East China Power
Network, which developed a least-cost power expansion plan and dispatched the various power
plants based on production cost economics.

For the nonpower sector, demand for gas was determined by direct substitution of selected fuels-
such as town gas, LPG, and light fuel oil--with gas, where gas was competitive, based on its
economic cost of supply, adjusted for its relative efficiency and related conversion and equipment
costs.

Considering that gas demand varies with the price of delivered gas (its netback price), rising as the
price of gas falls, the consulting team developed alternative plans for expanding power generation
and evaluated the sensitivity of gas demand to gas price in all sectors.

Demand for natural gas in the power and nonpower sectors ranges widely depending on the
netback price to the consumer. Using values of $4.00 to $4.30/MMBtu as the possible supply cost
range of gas, demand for gas is about 2.5 BCMI in 2005, 12 to 14 BCM in 2010, and 35 to 55 BCM in
2020.

Figure 3.1 presents total gas demand and demonstrates its price sensitivity. Moreover, the analysis
shows an aggregate demand for the Yangtze Delta (Jiangsu and Zhejiang provinces and the
municipality of Shanghai) that makes LNG viable by 2005. Calculating demand for each province
and municipality separately, however, probiably would show sufficient gas demand for separate
LNG projects until after 2010. (We assume that demand needs to be, or rapidly grow to, about 3
BCM for an LNG project to be viable.)

Figure 3.1 Total Projected Demand for Gas
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Power Sector Demand and Load Forecast

A Base Case power demand forecast was developed using the latest projections of the central and
provincial governments. Two alternative load forecasts were also developed-low and high
demand. The low and high forecasts were established by subtracting and adding 1 percent per
annum, respectively, to the Base Case annual growth forecast for the period 2000-20. The power
sector analysis took seasonal and daily load profiles into consideration.

Approach

The study considered all available energy alternatives in developing a least-cost plan for expanding
the power system to meet demand for electricity in the study area to the year 2020. To address key
uncertainties and gain a better insight on the strategic importance of the various alternatives-in
addition to the three alternative demand forecasts-the sensitivity analyses included the following:

* Various prices of gas, ranging from $3.0 to $5.5/MMBtu, used to establish the sensitivity of
gas demand versus gas price

* The impact of take-or-pay contracts on the least-cost plan, the incremental costs to the
power system, and the gas demand

* The impacts of alternative levels of environmental constraints on the least-cost plan and
demand for gas, including the following:

- Including flue-gas desulfurization (FGD) plants in all new coal-fired power plants

- Imposing a cap on the total emissions released by the power sector

- Recalculating the least-cost plan using a number of alternative environmental
externality values for particulates, SO2, NO,, and CO2.

The analysis used the GESP II model, which uses mixed-integer programming. The World Bank
and Asian Development Bank have used this model extensively to develop least-cost plans for
China's power sector.

Gas Demand

The medium-term supply options. for the power sector include coal-fired generation, hydropower,
(including allocated energy supply from Three Gorges), nuclear, and natural gas. The new hydro
options are limited, however, because almost all the available resources are already exploited.
Power imports from hydroelectric and minemouth plants in inland China, as well as nuclear
expansion options, are included in the analysis of the power system as competing options. The
required gas-fired power plants identified by the least-cost analysis appear in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2 Cumulative Installed Capacity Additions of Gas-Fired Power Plants
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Demand for gas varies with price. Demand for gas in the power sector is only about 1.3 BCM by
2005 but rises rapidly to 5 BCM by 2007 and to 10 BCM or more by 2010. The demand curves tend
to have a characteristic 'kink' price above which the demand falls rapidly; this 'kink' price
indicates the highest price at which gas is likely to be introduced into the market in large volumes.
Figure 3.3 shows that this price probably lies in the range of $4.00 to 4.50/MMBtu (burner tip).

Figure 3.3 Gas Demand from the Power Sector, 2003-20
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The approach was to let the least-cost plan place the LNG projects in the appropriate dispatch
order based on marginal costs of the plants in the power system. The results suggest that, indeed,
for the first few years, the least-cost plan selected a significant amount of open-cycle gas turbine
plants (e.g., 2,660 MW by 2005 and 3,200 MW by 2007) compared with combined-cycle plants
(1,546 MW by 2005 and 5,645 MW by 2007), as shown in Table 3.1 (cf. Table 4.7, Phase 1 report).
This suggests that originally peaking gas-fired capacity is needed, as also demonstrated by the
capacity factor (average capacity factor of open-cycle plus combined-cycle of 39 percent in 2005,
43.5 percent in 2007, and 50 percent in 2020).
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Table 3.1 Required LNG-based Power Generation Capacity

Open cycles LNG/combined cycles CC utilization CC capacity factor
Year (cumulative MW) (cumulative MW) (hrs/yr) (%)

2005 2,660 1,546 3,413 39.0
2007 3,200 5,645 3,814 43.5
2010 3,300 13,521 4,116 47.0
2015 5,100 21,020 4,202 48.0
2020 6,800 36,032 4,407 50.3

Also, the seasonal variation of LNG demand was evaluated (see Figure 4.11 of the Phase 1 report).
This includes the impacts from projects such as Three Gorges.

Of course, the final recommendations of the LNG report take into account the financing of the
LNG project, which requires a higher capacity factor at the beginning of the project (initial 2 to 3
years) as demand ramps up above the minimum-size LNG plant (2.5 to 3 BCM).

Nonpower Demand Forecast

Energy demand growth was calculated to 2020 for the nonpower sector and was based largely
upon estimates provided by provincial and local planning authorities, central government, and
other government offices. Three cases were calculated: Low, Base, and High. Elasticities of energy
consumption in nonpower sectors are below 0.60, comparable to the current forecast.

Gas demand beginning in 2005 was estimated for the urban and surrounding industrial areas of
the cities of Shanghai and Ningbo and Hangzhou of Zhejiang Province. In 2010, additional cities
were added, including urban and industrial areas of Wuxi and Suzhou in Jiangsu Province and
Jiaxing and Shaoxing in Zhejiang Province.

Several provincial government agencies have reported higher gas demand from nonpower sectors
than estimated in this study. Such demand is possible, but the project team could not substantiate
it because it lacked access to all data and did not include the possibility of new environmental laws
that may restrict the use of coal and stipulate the use of clean fuels such as gas.

Approach

The approach for estimating the demand for gas in nonpower sectors was based on identifying the
nonpower sectors where gas is competitive. This was determined by assessing the fuels and
processes in which gas could serve as a substitute fuel. The netback value for gas was then
calculated based on its relative price compared with currently used fuels, adjusted for differences
in efficiency and connection costs, equipment costs, or both. Based on the analysis, gas is
competitive with LPG, town gas, and diesel / light fuel oil for several sectors. Gas is not price
competitive with coal used primarily as a heating fuel in any of nonpower sectors, however. As a
result, energy-intensive sectors such as direct smelting of metals (though not refined processing)
and cement production, which require large amounts of energy for heat, were deemed
uncompetitive markets for gas.
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Gas Demand

The Base Case was chosen as the most likely demand scenario. Figure 3.4 shows demand for gas in
the nonpower sector varying with price, as it did in the power sector. For a price of $4 to 6/MMBtu,
demand for gas is about 1 BCM between 2005 and 2007 but rises rapidly to 2.5 BCM by 2010. The
netback value for the bulk of demand is between $4 and 10/MMBtu. Additional demand (e.g., in
the residential and commercial sectors) could be available at much higher prices.

Figure 3.4 Base Case Nonpower Demand for Gas
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As Figure 3.5 shows, with a netback value of gas of $4.2/MMBtu (example-does not imply a
recommended price for LNG), demand for gas in the nonpower sector is about 1.5 BCM in 2007,
2.5 BCM in 2010, and 6.5 BCM in 2020. The residential sector accounts for the largest portion of
nonpower gas demand.

Figure 3.5 Nonpower Demand for Gas
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In 2007, nonpower sector demand for gas is the greatest in Shanghai, with approximately 76
percent of the total nonpower sector demand. Significant demand exists in Jiangsu and Zhejiang
but is highly sensitive to the location of the LNG terminal and its proximity to urban and industrial
centers and construction of gas transmission and distribution systems. Nonpower demand in these
two provinces increases to 44 percent of the total by 2010.

Although gas is not economically competitive with LPG in several sectors until 2015, it is highly
unlikely that residential, commercial, and industrial consumers would not begin using gas earlier
because of the convenience factor over LPG, a typical response in such cases.

Gas would serve as a cooking and heating fuel and would compete directly with town gas and
LPG. Netback values were calculated only for use of gas as a cooking fuel. Gas would substitute
for town gas and would displace current and projected use of LPG in Shanghai and other systems
over 10 years, as the systems are upgraded. In cities such Hangzhou, which have newer
infrastructures capable of direct substitution, the displacement would happen sooner. Total
estimated demand should rise from 0.75 BCM in 2005 to 0.83 BCM in 2007, 1.5 BCM in 2010, and
3.5 BCM in 2020.

Commercial demand will focus principally on enterprises using town gas and LPG for heat
processes with which gas is economically competitive. Projected commercial gas demand in 2003,
based on town-gas substitution, is estimated at about 0.11 BCM, rising to almost 0.40 BCM by
2015. Estimated demand from LPG substitution is 0.08 BCM in 2003, rising to 0.25 BCM by 2015.

Light industry, including processing and manufacturing industries, uses coal, heavy fuel oil, light
fuel oil, diesel, and LPG. Gas is the preferred fuel for processes requiring clean combustion and
temperature regulation. Gas is competitive with light fuel oil and LPG, with a projected demand in
2005 of 0.125 BCM, rising to 0.17 BCM by 2010.

Coal is the predominant fuel for the metallurgy industry, although some light fuel oil and self-
produced coal gas are used for refined metallurgy processes. The Baoshan Steel Factory, located in
Shanghai, currently uses self-produced coal gas and has plans to use LPG in the near future. Gas
can economically displace future use of LPG and current use of light fuel oil, although it would not
displace coal. Estimated demand is 0.38 BCM in 2005, rising to 0.48 BCM by 2010.

The Wujing Chemical Complex in Shanghai currently uses about 260,000 tons per year of naphtha
to produce ammonia and urea. Using imported gas for producing fertilizer is considered
uneconomic unless the supply cost for gas is less than $1/MMBtu. In coastal China, the cost would
be above $2/MMBtu. Chinese government policy strongly encourages indigenous production of
fertilizer to maintain a degree of 'self-sufficiency,' however. In this context, use of gas at Wujing is
considered economically justified, as gas is less expensive than the currently used naphtha and
because it is in an existing facility that will continue operation. Potential gas demand is about 0.30
BCM.

Key Factors for Establishment of a Gas Market

Given the analysis completed during Phase 1 and 2 of this study, several key factors regarding the
establishment of a market for gas and a viable LNG project can be identified:

Gas is an economic and environmentally advantageous fuel in several uses. Based on the
projected energy demand and available energy resources in the study region, and in China
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in general, gas is an economic fuel in a number of uses and should be promoted as part of
China's strategy for development of fuel supply options. Gas also has benefits in other
areas, such as in improving energy supply security and mitigating energy-induced
environmental problems.

Alternative energy sources have limited availability or associated delivery problems. Coal is
presently available in inland provinces, but transportation system constraints and costs
make coal expensive, even without factoring in environmental impacts. New hydro sites
are almost nonexistent. Import of power from large hydroelectric and minemouth plants in
inland provinces is feasible but costlyr because of the long distances to the Yangtze Delta.
Last, nuclear power is being slowly developed for this region, but it is unlikely on its own
to meet the growing energy demand of the region.

LNG and other gas supply options are complementary, with LNG and offshore gas essential to
satisfy projected energy demand in shorter term. All steps possible should be taken to move
ahead with development of an LNG industry. LNG and other gas supply options are
complementary, and both LNG and offshore gas will be required to satisfy projected
energy demand in the shorter term. Onshore piped gas (from inland and international
sources) does not appear to be economic for this region until the longer term-10 to 15
years. After 2015, projected demand for gas may justify introduction of pipeline gas in this
region. Indications are that offshore gas is present in moderate volumes and could be
developed. Further assessment of this resource should be pursued as a priority. None of
the alternative gas supply sources are likely to be low cost, and imported LNG is therefore
likely to be competitive with other gas supply options and could meet some of the gas
demand from 2005.

The total demand for gas varies with its price, particularly in power generation. For a price range
of $4.00 to 4.50/MvMBtu, total demancd could be about 2.5 BCM in 2005, increasing to about
5 BCM in 2007, 12 to 14 BCM in 2010, and 20 to 60 BCM in 2020. In 2010, demand in the
following sectors would be as follows:

- 8 to 12 BCM for power generation

- 1.5 BCM for residential

- 1 BCM for selected industrial users.

* Gas demand could be satisfied economically with LNG imports from sources including Australia,
Indonesia, Malaysia, and Qatar. That is, LNG could be made available in the study region at
prices consistent with the market value of gas. At present, LNG prices in the $3.75 to
4.50/MMBtu range (burner tip or citygate prices) are projected for the study area.

* The minimum initial volume for a viable project would be to provide 3 BCM of gas by 2005 to meet
energy demand in power and industrial facilities. Earlier introduction of LNG is possible in
2003 if 1,200 to 2,100 MW of existing and planned oil-fired power plants are converted to
gas. It is unlikely, however, that LNG facilities could be approved and constructed much
before 2003. Any earlier seems unrealistic.

Although the study dealt with uncertainty associated with the energy demand forecast through
sensitivity analyses, the Asian financial crisis may have greater effects on China than expected.
Such effects, if they materialize, are expected to influence only the short-term demand (next 2 to 3
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years), with only limited impact on the long-term growth trends. Reduced short-term demand may
delay the need for LNG by 2 to 3 years. Alternatively, the LNG development could proceed on
schedule by converting the existing and planned oil-fired power plants (1,200 to 2,100 MW) to gas.

Environmental Benefits of Gas

The introduction of gas into the power and nonpower sectors will reduce emissions of particulates,
SO2, NO,,, and CO2 significantly. Figure 3.6 projects the beneficial impact of using gas as the basis
for expansion of power generation in Shanghai, Jiangsu, and Zhejiang: it would virtually stabilize
SO2 emissions at present levels without retrofitting existing coal-fired power plants with flue-gas
desulfurization equipment.

Compared with a business-as-usual scenario that bases expansion of generation on coal, use of gas
would reduce SO2 emissions in the power and nonpower sectors (based on the expansion case
scenario) by approximately 15 million tons between 1998 and 2020. This is a reduction in
emissions from the power sector alone of more than 90 percent.

Figure 3.6 Impact of Gas Use on Power Sector Emissions in Shanghai, Jiangsu, and
Zhejiang, 1999-2021
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Interfuel Substitution and Reduced Dependence on Coal

China's inadequate and inefficient infrastructure for transporting coal cannot meet the energy
needs of the country-particularly in coastal areas such as the Yangtze Delta. Coal is now the
dominant energy source, and high demand throughout the country often leads to supply shortages
and uneconomic pricing by suppliers and transporters. Promoting alternative fuel sources will
encourage more competitive pricing in the domestic energy sector. In particular, introducing gas
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into the energy balance will give consumers an alternative fuel that will reduce their dependence
on coal and, concomitantly, the stress on the transport system.

Fuel Diversification

Coal meets more than 90 percent of energy requirements in China's power sector alone. The
combination of the continued supply constraints affecting inland coal and the rapidly rising
demand for power in the coastal provinces will endanger continued economic growth. China thus
badly needs more a reliable and diverse energy supply. Natural gas could play a critical role in
meeting the energy needs of China's power sector by 2010, potentially replacing both coal and the
polluting town-gas systems currently in use in many of the coastal cities.

More Efficient and Flexible Operation of Power Systems

The introduction of properly sized power stations that meet specific load requirements will
increase the efficiency of the power system and reduce costs. Current cycling of coal power plants
to meet load variations is inefficient and unnecessarily increases the cost of generation. With the
introduction of peaking and middle-load gas plants, tailored to the specific demand requirements,
power networks will be more efficient.
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4
Gas Supply Options
Having established the demand for gas and the noneconomic benefits associated with its
introduction, the study examined the cost of supply from alternative sources. The study evaluated
three sources of gas for coastal China:

* Domestic gas, principally in the East China Sea and onshore

* Imported pipeline gas

* LNG imports.

Domestic Gas

Reserves

Domestic reserves of gas are significant, but they are relatively undeveloped, meeting only about 2
percent of the country's energy needs. CNPC expects that this figure will rise to 5 percent by early
in the next century. Nonetheless, even with additional investment in needed production and
transmission infrastructure, the growing demand for energy in the coastal provinces is unlikely to
be met in significant measure by current domestic reserves. This is because the location of the
major gas reserves, primarily in inland Sichuan Province, are limited, constraining their ability to
meet large-scale demand in far-off coastal provinces.

Offshore fields now produce only about 4 BCM. The coastal provinces could be served to some
extent, however, by several gas finds in the East and South China seas. Unless these areas yield
major finds, however, China will likely need to identify alternative gas supplies for gas to play a
major role in satisfying energy demand and in meeting the projected growth in gas demand.

According to the Chinese government, the nation's possible gas resources are large, with an
estimated 51.7 trillion cubic meters (ICM). As of 1996, however, proven reserves were a total
estimated volume of only 1.7 TCM. In 1995, China produced 17.9 BCM of gas, of which Sichuan
Province was the largest domestic producer, at more than 7 BCM. As noted, most gas production is
in the interior provinces, far from the coastal demand centers.

Recent estimates by CNPC, included in the 9th Five-year Plan, project a doubling of annual gas
production by 2005 to more than 30 BCM. Most the growth is based on recent discoveries in
western China. Although gas supply from offshore fields in the East China Sea may increase as the
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development of offshore oil fields progresses, the coastal region will likely need to rely on gas
imports to secure a sufficient supply of low-cost gas to meet projected demand growth.

Major existing and future gas production areas are presented in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Major Chinese Gas Fields

Field and location Description
Yacheng field, China's largest offshore gas field, with proven reserves of 85 BCM, it will deliver
South China Sea 2.9 BCM of gas annually via an 800-km pipeline to a 2,400 MW power plant in

Hong Kong in 1999.
Ping Hu field, By the end of 1998, it will supply a maximum 0.5 BCM/year to the Pudong area of
East China Sea Shanghai. Total estimated recoverable reserves are about 8 to 10 BCM.
Xihu Trough, Could have recoverable reserves of 70 BCM and total potential gas reserves of 400
East China Sea BCM. Estimated production would be 5 to 8 BCM/year.
Ordos Basin, Production capacity is 2 BCM, although current production is less than half that.
Shaanxi Province An 850-km gas pipeline runs from the Ordos Basin to Beijing, where less than 0.3

BCWyear of gas are being consumed. Estimated reserves are about 20 to 30 BCM.

Sichuan Basin, The largest gas basin in China, producing about 7 BCM of gas annually, with
Sichuan Province potential expansion to 10 BCM. Increase in production is limited by the gas

transmission network, wvhich needs upgrading and expansion (CNPC and Enron
have recently announced plans to build a pipeline to transport gas to Henan by
2000 and to Shanghai by 2002). Estimated reserves are 400 to 600 BCM.

Tarim Basin, Only minor discoveries of gas have been made to date with no major production
Westem China at present, although the area is geologically promising.

Domestic Production

In 1997, China produced 21.2 BCM of gas, of which Sichuan Province was the largest domestic
producer, at more than 7.5 BCM. Most gas production is far from the coastal regions and potential
high-demand centers with offshore fields producing only about 4 BCM. Nonassociated gas
production has remained relatively stable for the past 15 years at about 7 BCM in 1994, whereas
associated gas production has almost doubled in this period from 5.4 BCM to 9.9 BCM. Natural gas
field production was 42 percent of total gas production in 1994. In the future, China's efforts
onshore will focus on rehabilitating and upgrading the Sichuan fields; developing the Shaan-Gan-
Ning field in central-western China and the l'arim basin in the far West; and building pipelines to
serve major cities.

Consumption

Cedigaz estimates that gas consumption in China will rise from 17 BCM in 1995 to 91 BCM in 2010
and 174 BCM in 2020. At present, most gas is consumed near the source in Sichuan, the major gas-
producing region. Sichuan is one of the least industrialized provinces in China, and most of the
natural gas is consumed within the province because of the limnited gas transmission network and
to meet the growing local demand, which includes power generation and industry.

Beijing is targeted as a second major consumption area, behind Sichuan, with an 853-km gas
pipeline recently completed from the Changqing gas field in Shaanxi to Beijing. The pipeline will
deliver gas to 300,000 gas consumers, principally residential and commercial. It is estimated that
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this gas will replace more than 2 million tons of coal annually, which could lower the air pollution
index by 15 percent and the density of dust and TSP by 23 percent. By the year 2000, when
combustion of coal within Shanghai's third ring road will be prohibited, gas supply is projected to
reach 0.7 BCM/year. This goal is likely to be delayed for several years, however.

In the Yangtze Delta, the Ping Hu field is projected to meet natural gas demand in the Pudong area
of Shanghai up to a maximum of 0.5 BCM/year for residential and industrial use, although it will
be insufficient to meet total potential demand in the Shanghai area. Hangzhou and Zhejiang will
have access to a recent offshore gas find of 340 million CUM, with major consumers including the
residential sector.

Cost of Supply

Domestic gas production and transport costs vary in China, and the difficulty of obtaining accurate
field data makes firm estimates problematic. Typically, production and transport costs of natural
gas are calculated from currently operating fields in China, although in many cases actual
production and transport costs are unknown, and data instead reflect established government cost
ranges. The Sichuan gas field, the largest in China, produces gas with government-admninistered
wellhead prices (as of 1994) of $0.91 and $1.70/MMBtu, the lowest in China. The Changqing field,
of the northwestern Ordos basin, will supply Beijing beginning in 1998 with gas at citygate price of
$3.75/MMBtu, exclusive of taxes. The most expensive gas is from the Ping Hu field (end 1998) off
the coast of Shanghai. Its delivered cost is $5/MMBtu. Another expensive source of supply is the
Yancheng 13-1 field, which currently delivers gas to Hainan Island for power generation at about
$4.00 to 4.45/MMBtu.

Supply Infrastructure

As of 1997, China had a total of 192 natural gas pipelines with a total length of more than 8,000 km
and a capacity of 10 BCM annually. Most pipelines are intraregional, serving local demand,
although several new interregional pipelines are planned Shaanxi to Beijing is the first, with total
capacity of 2 BCM when it is in full operation. Even in Sichuan, the major gas-producing area of
China, transmission and distribution pipeline infrastructure are minor and in need of serious
upgrading.

Imported Piped Gas

Two potential regional sources of imported pipeline gas are available for China's coastal provinces.
The first of these, Northeast Asia, has four major gas and oil supply sources: the Sakhalin Islands;
the Sakha Republic; East Siberia's Irkutsk; and the Krasnoyarsk region. The second, Central Asia,
has three major sources of gas: Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan. Although
hydrocarbon reserves have not yet been accurately assessed, preliminary data indicates total
recoverable gas volumes of 2,400 to 4,300 BCM in both fields combined.

In Northeast Asia, the Irkutsk region presents one of the most likely sources of pipeline gas and
has a potentially major gas producer in the Kovyktinskoye field, 350 km north-northeast of
Irkutsk. The possibility of gas development in Irkutsk includes a gas pipeline over 2,900 km from
Irkutsk to China, via Mongolia, with a flow rate of about 30 BCM per year to Beijing. Initial
estimates by BP indicate that it would be impractical to extend the pipeline beyond the Beijing
metropolitan area, despite proposals to extend the pipeline to South Korea.
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In Central Asia, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan have significant quantities of gas for
export. A major challenge for these landlocked countries is to secure access to international
markets. At present, they must rely almost entirely on Russian pipelines to export gas to Western
Europe, and as a result they have decided to diversify to markets in China as a means of securing a
degree of political and economic independence. Turkmenistan, with the largest gas reserves in the
region (nearly 3,000 BCM, is the most likely gas exporter to China. Turkmenistan's incentives to
seek alternative export markets such as China has recently increased, as Russia's state-owned gas
monopoly, Gazprom, has recently stopped Turkmenistan's exports to European gas markets in an
effort to reduce competition.

The most feasible pipeline project is difficult to determine at present. Russian gas pipelines from
Irkutsk, Sakhalin, and the Sakha Republic are much closer and more accessible to the Asia Pacific
markets and China, and they are likely to be less expensive and to make gas available in more
marketable quantities than a pipeline from more distant Turkmenistan. The latter would require
delivery of significant gas volumes, 20 to 30 BCM/year and would cost upward of $10 to $20 billion
to build. Construction of pipelines from Northeast Asian Russia would likely delay or preempt a
pipeline from Central Asia, as Japanese financing would likely play a role for either.

LNG Supply Sources

Worldwide LNG demand is expected to grow significantly over the next two decades. In 1995, the
nominal liquefaction capacity of 20 plants am.ounted to 103 BCMWyear. This is expected to grow by
an additional 84 to 126 BCM/year by 2010. At present, almost 20 major projects are currently
under discussion around the world.

Geographically, China's coastal provinces have access to many potential sources of supply,
including expansion of existing facilities or greenfield development (see Table 4.2 and Figure 3.6).
Existing producers couLd provide a potential volume of 36 BCM/year and are located in Asia and
Qatar. Greenfield projects include Asian producers, Qatar, and Alaska North Slope with a
combined potential volume of 102 BCM/year. Speculative projects such as Natuna, Alaska, and
Yemen are not likely to be potential suppliers to China in the first round of projects.

Table 4.2 Potential Sources of LNG Supply

Source-expansions Volume (BCM/year) Source-greenfield Volume (BCM/year)

Australia N.W. Shelf 10 Alaska North Slope 17
Indonesia (Bontang) 9 Australia-Bonaparte 3
Malaysia Tiga 10 -Gorgon 10
Qatar (Ras Laffan) 7 -Undan-Bayu 3

Indonesia-Natuna 21
-Irian Jaya 10

PNG 6
Qatar (Enron) 7
Sakhalin 15
Vietnam 5
Yemen 5

Total expansions 36 Total greenfield 102
Source: BP (1997) and others.
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Despite the recent emergence of spot sales, the short-term availability of LNG is limited. Most spot
sales and other short-term contracts are piggybacking on existing contracts. Of currently operating
projects, only Oman has significant uncontracted volumes of about 2.5 BCM/year. Several other
projects have spare capacity attributable to the recent Asian economic slowdown, but that capacity
will probably have been contracted by the time a China project would start up, even by 2002-3.

Forecast LNG Demand

The principal LNG markets in Asia are Japan, Korea, and Taiwan, countries that lack indigenous
energy resources and are ready to pay a high premium for diversity in energy supply. Their
economies thus have sustained high market prices for suppliers. New market entrants could
include India, Thailand, and China.

As presented in Table 4.3, LNG demand is forecast to rise considerably by 2010. Japan will
maintain its dominance of the market, and Korea, with demand doubling between 1996 and 2005,
will be an active player. Demand in Taiwan is expected to rise fourfold by 2010. India is expected
to purchase about 5 BCM in 2005, and Thailand may purchase shortly, although the country has
recently delayed its first LNG project because of the economic crisis in Asia.

Table 4.3 Forecast LNG Demand in Asia Pacific (BCM)

2000 2005 2010
Countr.y 1996 Low High Low High Low High

Japan 65 76 78 80 84 84 98
Korea 13.3 19 24.5 22 32 25 39
Taiwan 3.5 8.4 11 13 17 17 20
India - - - 3.5 7 3.5 7
Thailand - - - 2.8 8.4 2.8 8.4
China - - - 0 5.6 0 5.6
Total 81.8 103.4 113.5 121.3 154 132.3 178

Source: Cedigaz (1996). - = not available.

Comparing Natural Gas Options fbr the Yangtze Delta

Several domestic gas options are available for the Yangtze Delta. Initial results indicate that
significant reserves may be available in the East China Sea, although development of these reserves
would require significant investment, and even with such development, supply may prove
insufficient to meet potential gas demand. CNPC is also proposing to build a domestic gas pipeline
from Sichuan, but this proposal could take a long time to develop, given the potential gas demand
in Sichuan and neighboring provinces and the potential high cost of transport. Further assessment
is necessary for both options.

International pipeline gas and LNG are possible supply options. Each requires completion of an
integrated business chain from its upstream (e.g., gas production) through the downstream (e.g.,
gas utilization) components; a long-term commitment for gas supply; and purchase agreements.
The investment costs are large, generally more than US$5 billion for a grassroots project. Whereas
contracts for LNG are typically based on bilateral agreements, delivery of piped gas is may be more
complex, because it often involves agreements with the pipeline transit countries as well as
between the countries of seller and purchaser.
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International Piped Gas versus LNG

LNG has several advantages over international piped gas supply sources that makes it more
economic to meet small gas demands in the early years of the introduction of gas in the study area,
including the following:

* Faster mobilization.

LNG does not necessarily exclude other options, but it is more feasible in the short and
medium terms.

* The LNG option can be built on a mocdular basis, providing much more flexibility than the
pipeline option; LNG's projects' size and project cost can be significantly smaller than the
pipeline option.

* The LNG option is viewed as less risky politically because no transit countries are involved,
and as having less risky commercially because the gas output can be absorbed quickly.

* Because of its smaller project cost, and its lower risk, LNG option is more easily financed
than the pipeline option.

* Large, underexploited gas supplies and the proliferation of LNG projects under
development have lowered prices, leading to multiple supply options.

Piped gas to East China might be competitive with large demand (above 15 BCM). Preliminary
studies indicate the cost of piped gas ranging from $3.0 to 7.7/MMBtu, depending on volume. The
lowest-cost pipeline option would likely be gas from Irkutsk, at an estimated delivery cost of about
$3/MMBtu for 20 BCM/year-a level of demand that is not expected to be reached before 2015.
With an estimated initial demand for gas of atbout 5 BCM/year, the actual supply costs to coastal
China for piped gas would range from $5 to 7.7/MMBtu CIF, significantly higher than for LNG.

As noted, LNG is based on a bilateral agreement, whereas piped gas options are often multilateral,
involving seller, purchaser, and transit countries. Thus, cross-border pipeline projects are often
more time-consuming and complex to complete agreements for the development and sale of gas
and are more difficult to finance. The need for high initial demand and the potential complexities
in the transit arrangements make international piped gas nonviable in the medium term.

LNG Prices and Competitiveness

As of August 1998, estimated delivered cost of LNG to coastal China would range from $3.25 to
3.75/MMBtu CIF. (LNG prices on the world market have been falling, as evidenced by recent price
negotiations for the LNG projects in India, where the final price of LNG is near $3.00/MMbtu CIF.)
Additional costs of regasification and terminztling would likely add $0.4 to 0.8/MMBtu. Estimated
citygate or power plant prices for LNG woulcl likely range from $3.75 to $4.50/MMBtu. As Figure
4.1 shows, the current potential supply price for LNG would make it competitive based on netback
analysis of the value of gas in the power and rionpower sectors.
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Figure 4.1 LNG Supply Price Compared with Netback Value of Gas
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LNG may be available at the lower range of prices noted above depending on market conditions at
the time of contract negotiations. At present, Japan dominates the Asian LNG market, contracting
more than 70 percent of LNG shipments in Asia. As a result, Japanese contracts set the market
price, which has been quite high partly because of Japan's need to ensure security of supply. With
greater price sensitivity this is likely to change in the future, particularly with several existing
contracts due for renewal in the next few years. Moreover, increased competitiveness in the LNG
supply market appears to be driving down prices, with recent price quotes (of LNG projects in
India) near $3/MMBtu CIF.

Integrated Gas Development Strategy

An integrated gas development strategy that includes utilization of domestic gas resources, long-
range pipelines, and importation of LNG would best meet the gas demand profile in East China. A
concurrent development plan would consist of further exploration and development of offshore
gas in the East China Sea to confirm reserve estimates and the initiation of an LNG project. LNG
can perform a highly useful role in initial opening of the market and creation of the growing
demand that can later be served by large-capacity pipelines. LNG can continue to meet small
incremental demands, and large pipelines can be brought on stream when significant expansion of
the market occurs. Development of a gas transmission and distribution infrastructure would be
needed to serve both supply sources and provide gas to power and nonpower applications.

Gas production from the East China Sea should be able to contribute from 3.7 to 5.5 BCM/year.
Although this is a significant supply source, it will be insufficient to meet forecast gas demand,
unless new finds are discovered, and that underlines the need for alternative and supplementary
gas supply sources to meet demand. Sichuan gas could contribute a significant quantity of gas, but
questions remain regarding the economic feasibility of such a proposal, given the distance to
market and the high production cost of gas. Independent review and assessment of the proposed
CNPC Sichuan-Shanghai pipeline is recommended.

Thus, LNG can perform a crucial role in the early stages of market development. In the future, as
the gas market is established and demand builds, additional LNG and domestic and international
pipeline projects may be necessary. These factors reinforce the need for a complementary gas
development strategy.
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5
Key Issues for LNG Development
A number of possible sites for the first LNG project are being discussed by the various Chinese

parties, and at this time, initial support has been given to the proposed Guangdong project. This

approval does not exclude an additional site, however, and feasibility studies are under way to

select the most appropriate site in the Yangtze Delta. The institutional and financial issues

discussed refer to any site selected and are not limited to a particular site.

For a typical scenario of gas demand in a nascent market such as the Yangtze Delta (see chapter 4,

Base Case Assumptions, in 'China: Strategic Options for Natural Gas, Main Report: Phase 1"), the
buildup of annual demand could be as follows:

* 2003 1.2 BCM

* 2005 3.2 BCM

* 2007 6.3BCM

* 2010 16.2 BCM.

Based on these assumptions, a sample project was proposed and a financial analysis carried out.
For this scenario, it was assumed that a minimum-scale regasification plant and storage terrninal
sufficient to meet demand in 2005 (i.e., annual capacity of 3 MMT or 4.2 BCM) would be
constructed. It was assumed that 3 X 1,000 MW CCGT intermediate-load plants would be built,

and municipal gas distribution networks would be upgraded or built in Shanghai, Hangzhou, and

Ningbo. Accompanying investments would be made in gas transmission pipelines, power

generation plants, and gas distribution systems. It is estimated that net annual available gas (after

regasification) would be about 4.1 BCM. Take-or-pay contracts would be signed with major gas

purchasers for minimum purchase requirements (based on the analysis in chapter 4 of the Phase 1

report), as follows:

* CCGT power generation 2.7 BCM/year

* Municipal gas in Shanghai and Zhejiang 1.3 BCM/year

* Total 4.0 BCM/year.
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Development of LNG Project

An LNG project is a major long-term infrastructure investment comprising all the components of
an LNG business chain. Such a chain starts with the gas producers, continues with liquefaction
and transport of gas as LNG, and finishes at the end users. The business chain is described more
fully in the accompanying report, 'LNG Guidelines," but is summarized below. In principle, three
components are involved: upstream (production), transport, and downstream (receiving terminal
and pipeline). Figure 5.1 profiles the key project components.

Figure 5.1 Profile of an LNG Project
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The functions of the various components of the LNG project are detailed below:

* LNG production. This occurs at a liquefaction plant, which receives gas via a pipeline from
the gas fields. Any party in the investment chain can carry out investment in liquefaction
facilities, but the gas producers usually are closely associated with the activity. The LNG
thus produced may be contracted to ai single consumer in a dedicated business chain, or it
may serve a source of supply for a number of consumers.

* LNG tanker. LNG tanker transportation is another critical element of the project
investment. This could cost as much as $1/MiMBtu for a greenfield project requiring
construction of new tankers. The current standard design capacity of LNG tankers is
130,000 to 140,000 CM, but larger tankers are now being built. These ships are normnally
owned and operated by either the seller or the buyer. Occasionally, however, a third-party
shipper operates LNG transportation.

LNG receiving terminal. A LNG receiving terminal consists of a harbor with facilties for off-
loading tankers, LNG storage tanks, and a regasification plant. These facilities are not
technicalry sophisticated compared with the infrastructure for lquefaction and
transportation, but the acquisition of land for the receiving terminal is critical for the buyer
because the terminal must be constructed close to a regasification plant. The buyer usuary
owns and operates the facilties, but a third party can do so, charging users a terminal
throughput fee. LNG sellers may do tiis when they wish to spread their risks along the gas
chain by holding an equity position in the receiving terminal.

Pipeline. The receiving termianal is usualy sited to minimize the distance to the demand
centers, power stations, or city gate. If the distance is short, then the cost wfll be a relatively
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small component of total project cost. Nonetheless, the planning of the pipeline system

should take account of future expansion both of demand locations and new sources of gas

supply. These niay require creating some form of open access to the pipeline.

LNG users. Most LNG buyers are either power generation plants or large gas distribution

companies. Power plants tend to dominate in the startup of an LNG project because they

can rapidly create the volume of demand to meet the minimum economic scale of an LNG

project. Later, gas distribution to industrial, commercial, and residential consumers will

become more important.

Overview of Downstream LNG Finance

Until 1997, opportunities for international energy investments grew rapidly, outpacing available

risk capital. With the recent collapse in many emerging markets, investment opportunities have

been seriously curtailed, leading to greater competition for capital and resources. Where in the

recent past developers were able to demand higher returns because of a surplus of opportunities,

they now face diminished opportunities and increased aversity to risk. As a result, securing the

financing for an integrated LNG and power project in China will present greater financing hurdles

and will likely require more negotiation over the terms and greater security for lenders.

LNG financing is heavily dependent on each component of the supplier chain, and, as such,

requires stringent contracts to ensure performance by each party and complete financial coverage

and risk management. Each component of the chain must be economically and financially viable

on its own merits. Historically, LNG finance of the upstream components (including development,

liquefaction, and transport) has been driven by long-term off-take contracts with investment-grade

off-takers and countries. Expansion of LNG sales into emerging markets such as India and China

presents attractive growth opportunities, albeit with a higher risk profile than past LNG financing.

In China, two components of downstream LNG finance must be taken into consideration:

* Capital expenditure for construction of infrastructure and related investments

* Long-term gas off-take contract.

Total expected investment for all the downstream components (regasification terminal, pipeline,

power plants, and municipal gas distribution) is about US$3 billion over about three years before

the onset of the first gas delivery. Although this is a substantial sum, the long-term gas off-take

contract for the purchase of gas over the typical 20-year period will likely amount to more than $10

billion (about $500 million per year). Capital investment can be secured and guaranteed based in

part on the assets and cash flow of the investment. Guaranteeing the long-term gas off-take

contract is more complicated and will rely heavily on a number of factors, particularly, the

creditworthiness of the gas purchaser-that is, the respective financial strength of buying entity or

entities. Typically a detailed credit review will be needed. In the past, government guarantees have

been used to provide credit enhancement.

Factors Influencing Economics

A number of factors in the design and type of LNG project can affect the overall cost. These should

be considered early on the project design.
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* Variability of demand. LNG projects are capital intensive, and therefore the unit cost of LNG
supply is sensitive to the overall load factor on the capital. Investments throughout the
business chain must be sized to meet the peak demand. If average demand is significantly
lower than peak demand, the capital will have a low load factor. Baseloaded power stations
provide the highest load factor, whereas residential gas demand may provide the lowest-
especially where heating is highly seasonal (gas is not used for heating in the Yangtze
Delta). As documented in Phase 1 report, the least-cost plan for the power sector indicates
that the most economic role for gas power stations in China is to run in mid-merit range (40
to 55 percent capacity) for a number of reasons:

- Other plants may be capable of supplying the base load. These include large coal-fired
power stations and nuclear plants.

- A significant seasonal hydro component is present. This means that some or all of the
thermal power stations will experience seasonal demand. This seasonality of
demand may increase in China when the Three Gorges project is completed.

However, constraints from the LNG supply side-namely, the need to sign long-term take-
or-pay contracts with minimum fluctuation of LNG volume deliveries-will dictate that gas-
fired power plants operate at a higher capacity factor (e.g., 55 to 70 percent). A high load
factor throughout the business chain will ensure the lowest cost for gas delivered to the
user but may be achieved at a higher system-level cost as lower cost power plants may be
replaced with gas. The lower the load factor, the higher the delivered gas price will need to
be. The price to different consumer categories will therefore usually be set to reflect their
individual load factors.

* Distance from the gas-producing country. This obviously affects the direct cost of
transportation. In addition, the capital costs may increase because of the need to increase
the volume of storage at the receiving terminal and to increase the number of LNG tankers.
These components must be sized to achieve the desired frequency of LNG delivery (e.g.,
twice per month) and to cope with the additional variability of delivery time caused by
distance-related risks.

* Type of LNG project. A greenfield project will usually not be built unless sales contracts for a
mninimum of two LNG trains can be secured. A new project will need to carry out all the
infrastructure investment in harbor facilities. An expansion project, where an additional
LNG train is added to an existing project, may therefore be considerably less expensive,
and faster but may be limited in the size of the further expansion.

* Port facilities. Adequate facilities must be available that fulfill internationally accepted
standard requirements for the construction and operation of an LNG receiving terminal.
This should include not only site selection and preparation but also the requisite shipping
requirements. Failure to select the most favorable site on a purely technical and least-cost
basis may increase operational and finamcial risk of the regasification terminal.

* Tankers. Traditional LNG trade was based on new, purpose-built tankers. One way to lower
the initial investment is to use second-hand tankers, a number of which are available for
charter. These will be cheaper in capital cost but more expensive to operate and will have a
shorter lifetime. If this lifetime does not match that of the other investments, it may
increase the riskiness of the project. This may be particularly true if the LNG buyer relies
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on contracting for gas transport in the spot market rather than on long-term charter. A
further way to seek to lower initial capital costs is to use smaller tankers, but this would
increase the unit cost.

As can be seen, a number of options are available for lowering the initial capital cost. However,
lower capital costs may be partially or fully offset by higher operating costs, and the risk of the
project overall may be increased (this has a secondary effect of increasing the costs by raising the
cost of financing).

Gas Pricing Issues

The underlying economic factors determine the average level of initial cost but the mechanism for
adjusting prices as costs change is important for establishing a balance between producer and
consumer interests. This has an impact on the viability of LNG as a fuel option and the role
government should play.

The LNG (gas) imnport price will drive the final price of power and gas to consumers, as fuel cost
will be passed through to the final consumer. As a result, project developers will be concerned with
their ability to pass any price changes through the energy chain to the gas or electricity buyer
(through the security and enforceability of gas sales contracts).

Conversely, the potential price variability of LNG could adversely affect consumers through large
price swings. Consurners (of city gas companies) are most at risk, as LNG will likely be the only
source of gas. Power system buyers will be able to average down the cost of power produced from
gas through the power system. Government will play a major role in pricing, particularly in
balancing the impact of dramatic price variations on the consumer. Yet, gas prices will need to
reflect full economic costs, thereby limiting the scope of government influence on prices.

Creating an Appropriate Institutional Framework

The institutional framework for the development of LNG needs to take account of a number of
different components. These include the following:

Ownership structure. This concerns which organizations will own which parts of the LNG
project. It is the key starting point in determining who is carrying the main project risks,
who will be the buyer of LNG, what will be its creditworthiness, who the customers will be,
and whether competition can emerge in the future.

* Contracts and risk allocation. Contracts need to be established between the organizations
making up the business chain as the basis for determining the trading arrangements and
the allocation of risk.

* Trading arrangements. These indicate how the market will operate.

* Legal and regulatory framework Involved are the framework governing ownership and
operation of the gas business chain and the regulation of monopoly aspects, including
prices, access to the networks, and customer standards.
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Infrastructure Development Objectives

Objectives for infrastructure development may often conflict, and this is also the case for LNG
development. Two examples will serve to illustrate the point. Minimizing the cost of gas supply
could be achieved by the government carrying out the total investment itself or by providing some
form of sovereign guarantees for private investors. However, this would conflict with the plan to
minimize the financial burden of the development of gas on the State budget. A second example is
the conflict between the desire to introduce gas as quickly and easily as possible in the short term,
with the desire for the long-term development of gas as a fuel source for a wide range of activities.
In the first case, priority would be given to gas for the a small number of power stations, in the
second case, priority would also need to be given to creating incentives for developing gas
distribution systems.

These examples illustrate the importance of a clearly stated set of objectives for assessing the
institutional options. The Chinese government has not given an unequivocal or definitive policy
statement for its objectives in developing LNG. From our discussions with SP and other state
government agencies, however, we understand that the government's objectives may include the
following:

* Facilitate development of gas as a strategic fuel supply option. This will improve security of
supply and create interfuel competition, particularly for fuel options in power generation.

v Minimize the cost of gas supply. This should include the cost of imports and the cost of
financing. This, in turn, requires minimizing the project risk.

* Lower the financing cost through private sector investment. This will also assist in minimizing
the financial burden on the state budget.

D Introduce competition into the energy markets.

* Promote long-term development of gas as a fuel supply for all sectors.

* Introduce clean fuels to support improved environmental quality and living standards.

* Ease implementation to enhance chances of success and reduce the risk of failure.

* Support consistent general social and political aims. These include pricing of fuels, social equity,
development of competitive market structures, and strategic control of fuel supply.

In our discussions, it was apparent that debate continues within Chinese policy circles on the
interpretation and priority of these objectives. It is always difficult to determine unambiguously
clear objectives, especially when inherent conflicts exist between them and trade-offs are
necessary. Therefore, the government should make its objectives and priorities clear for LNG
development in the Yangtze Delta. Two of these trade-offs are discussed in greater detail in the
following sections.

Balancing Short- and Long-term Development Goals

The options for encouraging the development of the gas market can be differentiated according to
the priority given to the short- and long-term development aspects and the characteristic time
scales of development of different consumer mnarkets. The initial development of the LNG requires
the creation of a minimum-scale market in as short a time as possible. This is necessary to reduce
the cost of carrying the finance of the infrastructure investment in the business chain.
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The simplest way to create a large initial demand that quickly justifies a minimum-scale project for
LNG is through power generation, which can encourage a rapid buildup of demand either by
converting some existing capacity or by building new capacity. In contrast, buildup of demand in
the nonpower sectors (industrial, commercial, and residential) will be slower because of the time
needed to construct a distribution system and to convert and connect a large number of small new
customers. Still, the long-term potential demand of the nonpower sector may be even higher than

that of the power sector, and an LNG business chain that relies solely on the power sector could
face difficulties in creating incentives for the development of nonpower demand later. Thus, the
merits of both power and nonpower demand should be considered.

Balancing Strategic and Social Aims

Strategic aims for the development of gas include the improvement of overall security of fuel
supply and the promotion of market liberalization through the growth of private sector financing
and interfuel competition. The introduction of gas as a new fuel, particularly if financed through
private investment, will require that the gas price is sufficiently high to create incentives by
allowing investors to achieve an acceptable rate of return in relation to the risk.

If the gas price were not regulated, investors would themselves choose a gas price that balanced
their own aims of creating a sufficient short-term profit while promoting the longer-term
development of their market. The economic value (i.e., economic or monopoly "rent') of gas would
pass entirely to the investors. If gas-to-gas competition (i.e., the presence of competing gas
suppliers) were possible, the gas price would be driven down toward its cost of supply. Without
such competition, regulation of gas prices is usually required to produce a similar effect.

Social aims for the introduction of gas might include the desire to provide the choice of fuel to

priority economic groups or to subsidize its use in some sectors for social or environmental
purposes. These could include economic development priorities, such as particular industrial
sectors or regions, and social priorities, such as support for low-income households through price
subsidies and potentially distorted markets for investors.

Social aims will play an important role, but a major conflict could result if the government has to

choose between meeting social objectives and achieving financial viability in the sector by passing
through the higher costs of imported fuel to the final electricity and gas consumer. If the
government does not have an ability to influence gas prices (except via the initial pricing
mechanism), international markets will be the final determinant of price. Rapid or dramatic price
increases caused by exogenous events could test the ability of the government to maintain financial
stability in the sector) by passing through the burden of price increases on the final consumer.

Risk Analysis

The analysis of risk is the assessment of the possibility that the project may not achieve its
expected rate of profit or may even suffer a significant or total loss. The riskiness of a project
depends on the extent to which potential risks can be mitigated through appropriate managerial or
contractual measures. The analysis of risk is important for determining the overall level of risk and
how the proposed ownership and contract structure allocates the risks between the parties.
Investors may view the development of the first LNG project in China as highly risky for several
reasons:
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* It is a new fuel option for East China and has little existing market or infrastructure.

* A general 'country risk' is associated with investing in China, comprising a number of
factors:

- Political risk (e.g., general approach to private and foreign investment)
- Security over the ownership of assets
- The remittability of profits and foreign exchange risk
- The tax regime.

* A project or sector risk, concerned with the ability to earn a satisfactory profit, is involved.
That is, how will demand develop, what prices will be charged, and what will be the
competition?

When the state carries out a publicly funded infrastructure project, risk is quite low, because the
government can be assumed to provide whatever support is necessary for the project to succeed. A
project financed privately (in whole or in part) is entirely different. The investor's capital is at risk
for all the above reasons and, the higher the risk, the higher the return the investor will require
before committing equity to the project. Behind the investors are banks and other financing
institutions providing loan finance.

In a centrally planned economy, a project's feasibility is essentially its acceptability to the
government. In a market-oriented economy, the focus is to create an economically viable project in
which the risk profile is acceptable to the financing institutions-that is, it is a 'bankable' project.

The complexity of the business chain for an LNG project highlights the fact that the design of the
sector structure is itself a significant factor in determining the overal risk and who bears it. Risks
build up along the chain. From the gas producer to the consumer, risk inheres in the level and
buildup of costs. In the opposite direction, risk relates to the revenues of the project and whether
they will be received and passed on. In general, a long and inflexible business chain implies a long
.risk chain' and increasing difficulties in managing or mitigating those risks. Contracts between
the parties are the main instrument for managing and allocating the risk between them.

The general principle of risk management of a project is that the risk should be allocated to the
party best able to control it. The reason for this is that controlling and minimizing each individual
risk also minimizes the project's total risk, and this reduces its overall financing cost. Not all risks
are controllable, however. Controllable risks, such as technical operation of the plant and
colection of revenues, should be allocated within the risk chain to the appropriate party.
Uncontrollable risks include the weather, exchange rates, international fuel prices, and
government policy. These are frequently passed through to the final consumer.

Role of Government Agencies

As the evolving gas sector introduces a number of new, private sector investors, so too will the role
of government need to change, and government departments will need to fulfill a number of new
roles. The general principle of efficient management of the gas sector is that a clear distinction
should be made between who carries out the following broad functions:

* Policy. Setting out a general framework to implement the broad objectives of government.
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* Ownership. Management of the state-owned assets should be carried out according to
commercial interests.

* Regulation. Independent regulation safeguards the long-term interests of investors and
consumers and should not be unduly influenced by the state's interests as an owner.

Assigning these functions to separate entities in a manner to avoid conflicts can assist the
development of the sector in the following ways:

* Clear definition of objectives

* Transparency in decisionmaking

* Assignment of responsibility according to competence.

Financing Issues and Requirements for Proposed Project

Several financing issues will affect the ability of securing necessary financing for a LNG project
and related infrastructure. These include the ROR the investors will be able to obtain, the
allocation and mitigation of financial risks, the price of gas, the use of security documents, and the
creditworthiness of off-takers.

Financing requirements for a proposed LNG project and related infrastructure were estimated
based on the capital cost of construction, including associated financing and closing costs for the
requisite loans. Equity and debt requirements are broken down according to source-local or
foreign-and project component. It was assumed that Chinese entities would maintain majority
control, holding at least 51 percent equity in the regasification terminal and power plants and 100
percent ownership in the pipeline and municipal gas company. It is not entirely clear whether any
foreign participation will be allowed in these sectors, however.

Estimated total project cost (example only) for all components is estimated at about US$3.6 billion,
of which about $1.7 billion was for CCGT power plants; $1.1 billion for municipal gas distribution
system; and $0.8 billion for regasification termninal, storage system, and transmission pipelines.

The total estimated equity requirement for Chinese entities, based on these ownership
percentages, was $660 million, the largest portion of which, $340 million, was for the municipal
gas system. Some $220 million was for the CCGT power plants. The total debt requirement for
Chinese entities is $1.75 billion, and again the largest amount is required for the municipal gas
system-about $785 million. The capacity of Chinese entities to raise this quantity of equity and
debt will be a major concern of financiers. The most challenging will be for the municipal gas and
pipeline components, which will likely have the lowest rate of return. This is evidenced by the
situation of the current municipal gas company of Shanghai, which receives a subsidy and is of
questionable profitability partly because of the aging distribution system and related losses.
Participation of major state companies in the other components should be sufficient to meet the
basic lending criteria.

Unresolved issues that will affect both the financial analysis and financing of a LNG project are
worthy of note. In particular, the some uncertainties associated with these issues need to be
addressed, including the following:

* The rate of return ('ROR) required by investors. This will affect the ability to finance and
structure the project successfully.
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* Risk allocation and mitigation. Both are necessary to ensure that risk is fairly allocated among
the various parties.

* Use of security documents and guarantees. In recent project financing deals, political risk, an
issue for projects in China, has been covered by export credit agencies (ECAs) or
commercial banks. Given the current climate, this is likely to continue.

Creditworthiness of off-takers. Gas and power off-takers will need to be of investment grade.
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6
Ownership Structure and Trading
Arrangements
One of the reasons for designing an appropriate institutional framework is to minimize the overall
risks of developing LNG. The complexity of the business chain for an LNG project highlights the
fact that the design of the ownership structure of the sector is itself a significant factor in
determining the overall risk and who bears it. That is, a complex and long business chain implies a
long 'risk chain' and increasing difficulties in managing or mitigating those risks. Contracts
between the parties are the main instrument for managing and allocating the risks between them,
and the regulatory framework is important in providing stability and confidence for the investors.

The main issues for the institutional framework for LNG, discussed below, are thus the ownership
structure, contracts, trading arrangements (market structure), and the legal and regulatory
framework (the legal and regulatory aspects are discussed separately, in chapter 7).

Ownership Structure

Today's LNG market is marked by a small surplus of existing and committed LNG production
capacity. It is possible to secure a long-term LNG contract without an equity involvement in
production. It therefore may make the most sense for China to purchase its LNG on a CIF basis
(i.e., carriage, insurance, and freight costs to the receiving terminal), and for the rest of this report
we assume that this is the case.

Key Elements

The development of gas-fired CCGT power stations is well understood and can be financed readily
as an integral component of an LNG project or as separate independent power projects (IPPs).
Four principal investment components must be considered in determining the structure of
ownership: the receiving terminal, pipeline, power stations, and gas distribution. Similarly, design
of the structure requires determining who will play each of three key roles: LNG buyer, terminal
owner and operator, and pipeline owner.

In relation to the potential objectives of governments, the main criteria for preferring one
ownership structure to another will be as follows:
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* How well does each option achieve acceptable risks and provide effective guarantees for
the LNG purchase contract?

* How easily can the first project be implemented?

* How well does the structure create incentives for longer-term development of the gas
market, both in the power and nonpowver sectors?

Control and Ownership

It is important to emphasize that control or guidance in the development of a modem gas sector
does not necessarily require direct ownership by the government of every project component
within the sector. Government may achieve its goals in the development of the gas sector without
exercising direct ownership of the various companies but instead by focusing on establishing
sound policy and regulation. The government can achieve its aims in such a privately owned,
regulated sector through a number of means, including the following:

* Issuing licenses

* Regulating prices

* Paying targeted and transparent subsidies to clearly identified groups or sectors

* Approving contracts (e.g., for purchase and sale of gas)

i Approving takeover, merger, or transfer of ownership or entitlements.

Impact of Power Sector Reform and Single Buyer Model

A major issue to consider for all models is the implication of the future reform of the power sector.
The likely model for the restructuring is a single buyer (SB) model, in which all of the generation is
separated from direct management and corporate control of the SB. Some or most of the
generating capacity could be privatized, and thle model could readily incorporate IPPs.

However, among the power sector reform options under consideration, it is proposed to examine
approaches to introducing competitive bidding (for dispatch) between the generating companies.
One mechanism proposed is to give the generating companies contracts for differences (CfDs) to
cover about 80 percent of their expected generation. They would therefore be guaranteed revenues
(and dispatch) for most of their capacity, but a small share would be uncontracted and could
compete against other generators for marginal sales to the SB. Their bids would set the marginal or
clearing price for balancing supply and demand.

A number of implications should be noted with regard to introducing LNG into an SB market with
CfDs and bidding for dispatch. These are considered below, although the implications are highly
tentative, as the shape and details of the new -markets are not yet known:

* Unless the new gas IPPs have long-term power off-take contracts, they would not be in a
position to sign long-term gas off-take contracts (although the new gas-fired power plants
could operate under many ownership options, we call them IPPs throughout this
discussion for simplicity). In this case, the LNG buyer would have no guarantee for the
sales and, probably, no possibility to sign an LNG purchase contract.
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* The three power companies would no longer be the power generators. They would become
the SBs and would therefore probably not be allowed to enter into the joint venture project
company for LNG. The IPP companies could play the role of power generator, but they
would be greenfield companies and considerably less creditworthy than the former power
companies.

* Because the IPPs would have take-or-pay gas contracts with the joint venture company,
they would frequently bid at or close to zero into the SB market up to the limit of their take-
or-pay obligations, and they would therefore seldom enter into the competition to set the
marginal price.

* Instead of the IPPs, the SB could guarantee the LNG purchase. The IPPs would then have
energy-tolling contracts rather than power purchase contracts with the SB and would have
to lie outside the envisaged SB competitive power market.

With the development toward a competitive power market, it may not be possible to create a
power company gas buyer that is financially strong enough to guarantee the LNG purchase, unless
it could look elsewhere (e.g., to the SB) for such guarantees. Furthermore, the inflexibility of such
an arrangement would hinder the development of a competitive power market. The reform of the
power market may therefore increase the risks associated with the LNG purchase contract by
increasing the risk to the seller of the LNG.

Alternative Models of Ownership Structure

To examine and provide provisional answers to the key issues of ownership structure, let us
consider four alternative models and their implications.

Model 1: Two Variants of the Integrated Company

Model 1 is probably the simplest structure. It gives the power companies the dominant role,
reflecting their likely major gas demand in the early stages, but it creates poor incentives for long-
term nonpower market development. Figure 6.1 shows the integrated single-buyer scheme, in
which the single, integrated project company carries out the LNG terminal, pipeline, and power
stations. This company would also be the gas buyer and have exclusivity for the LNG purchase and
wholesale gas sales. The project company could be owned by a single party or by a joint venture
comprising the power sector companies and other interests, such as the gas distribution companies
and other state bodies. The LNG off-take from the LNG supplier and the gas off-take from the
terminal would both be backed by the power purchase agreement (PPA) for the power off-take
from the power station to the principal power company buyers. An additional gas off-take contract
could be signed with nonpower sector customers, such as municipal gas companies.
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Figure 6.1 Model 1: Integrated Company-Single Buyer
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Figure 6.2 shows a variant of model 1 that introduces a significant change-multiple buyers instead
of a single buyer. LNG purchase and gas sales are now no longer exclusive. Instead, instead each
major consumer is allowed to arrange its own LNG purchase and to deliver its gas through its own
pipelines. The companies would coordinate puirchase of LNG on common contract terms, but each
buyer would guarantee its own volumes. The LNG terminal would be owned and operated by a
joint venture company with representation from each major buyer. The LNG off-take from the
LNG supplier would be backed by the power purchase agreement (PPA) for the power off-take
from the power station to the power companies and by the gas off-take for the municipal gas
companies for their own volumes. Additional gas sales contracts could be signed. For example, a
power sector buyer could sell on some gas to a gas distributor or large user.

Figure 6.2 Model 1 a: Integrated Company-Multiple Buyers
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Model 2: The Gas Development Company

Figure 6.3 shows the structure by which a gas development company (GDC) is formed to own and
operate the LNG termiNnal and pipeline. This company would also be the gas buyer and would
therefore operate like a merchant gas pipeline company. The LNG off-take from the supplier
would be the responsibility of the GDC, wich would have to be sufficiently creditworthy to
guarantee the LNG purchase. The GDC would market gas to all consumers and could promote the
development of gas in conjunction with government policy for the sector.
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Figure 6.3 Model 2: Gas Development Company
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Model 3: Separation of Gas Buyer from Terminal and Pipeline Owner/Operator

Figure 6.4, the structure of Model 3, shows how the functions of LNG buyer and of owner /
operator of the terminal and pipeline may be separated. The GDC is the LNG buyer and has
operating agreements with the pipeline and terminal. A separate project company carries out the
terminal and pipeline investment and operation. The pipeline has open access to allow future
suppliers to compete with the GDC.

Figure 6.4 Model 3: Separate Gas Buyer
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Model 4: Power Sector as LNG Buyer

Figure 6.5 shows Model 4, in which the LNG buyer is the power sector-either the IPPs or the
power companies. This creates a direct back-to-back contract link between the gas purchase
contract and the power off-take contract. The role of the GDC is to develop and operate the
infrastructure for LNG importing and gas transmission. The power companies have operating
agreements with the GDC (which owns or has operating agreements with the terminal and
pipeline JV companies). The power companies then sell gas on to other consumers.
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Figure 6.5 Model 4: Power Sector as Gas Buyer
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Assessment of Alternative Models

As Table 6.1 indicates, none of the options are without disadvantages, and each has strengths in
relation to some of the objectives. The models differ in terms of their suitability for meeting the
objectives of the governmient at different stages of the market's development. All the models
appear to be feasible for the initial implementation of an LNG project, but some would need
adaptation at later stages of the market's development.

The government appears to have selected an approach similar to Model 2 for the implementation
of the first LNG project announced for Guangdong Province. This may imply that the goverunment
places significant emphasis on the potential for the GDC to provide control and guidance for the
development of the market in this first project. However, this does not necessarily signify a long-
term commitment to this approach. The government may choose other models for subsequent
LNG projects in East China or elsewhere. (It should be noted that we were not asked to make, and
have not made, any recommendation on the mrost suitable or preferred option for East China.)
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Table 6.1 Key Advantages and Disadvantages of Proposed Models

Model Advantages Disadvantages

Model 1: Integrated * Allows rapid development . Complicated contracts because of presence

Company- * Short contract chain. of three power companies

Single Buyer * Low incentives for nonpower sector

* Inhibits competition

* Under liberalized market, power stations are
less financially secure

* Control of sector lies with users, not

government.

Model la: Allow rapid development * Complicated contracts because of presence

Integrated * Direct contract chain with of three power companies

Company- buyers * Nonpower sector may not be able to

Multiple Buyers New entrants have access guarantee LNG purchase

* Good incentives for long-term * Potential conflict over shares in JV as

development nonpower market grows

* Proven financing model- * Under liberalized market, power stations are

Japan. less financially secure
* Control of sector lies with users, not

government.

Model 2: * Rapid development of power * Unlikely that guarantees will be available

Gas Development and nonpower sectors * Complex contracting between PPAs and

Company Channel for some form of LNG contracts

government guarantee * Creditworthiness of buyers is essential

- Proven financing model-Korea * Future competition may be difficult.

- GDC can provide a channel for
strategic guidance of the sector
by the government.

Model 3: * Incentive to develop power e Creditworthiness of buyers depends on

Separate Gas Buyer and nonpower sectors backers

* LNG off-take contract is well * Complex model with strong legal due

secured by buyers diligence requirement.

* Open-access pipeline fosters
competition.

Model 4: * Most direct contract chain for * Complex gas purchase and operating contracts

Power Sector Gas LNG purchase * Power companies carry all risk

Buyers * No barrier to creating open- * Creditworthiness is very important

access pipeline. . LNG buyer needs PPA to back gas supply

contract, inhibiting power sector reform.
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The requirements will change during the different stages of development (market creation, market
development, and mature market). In the early (market creation) stages, the priority is to ensure a
rapid and successful first project. During the growth phase (market development), the need is to
promote the expansion of the market to supply new consumers and to encourage the development
of new sources of supply. In the last stage (mature market), when the infrastructure is fully
developed, the priority may switch to promoting competition and ensuring efficiency and low cost.

Ultimately, the appropriate choice of model will depend on the government's objectives.

Contracts

A number of contracts and agreements will be necessary to implement the LNG project. The
importance of ensuring that all contracts are signed and implemented at the same time is critical,
as each component is essential if the entire project is to succeed.

Once the ownership structure and trading arrangements are determined, the contract structure for
the project can be designed. The key purposes of the contract structure are to allocate the risks
between the various parties and to ensure, through the take-or-pay conditions, that a minimum
level of revenue is received to guarantee the financing of the project. The most important contracts,
together with the main purposes, are likely to be as follows:

* LNG purchase contract. This contract will govern the supply of LNG from the upstream
producer and shipper to the LNG buyer. The contract will be long term (e.g., up to 20
years) with substantial take-or-pay provisions for annual quantities but with some
flexibility on minimum and maximum takes. The LNG supplier will require the contract to
be signed by a financially strong company

* (Gas off-take contract. This contract governs the sale and purchase of gas from the LNG
buyer to the gas user. For the IPPs, this contract is more usually called the fuel-supply
agreement.

* Power off-take agreement. The power plant will need an agreement with the power company
for a take-or-pay contract to match its gas take-or-pay obligations. Traditionally this is
referred to as a power purchase agreement (PPA). Under the proposed reform of the
generation market and implementation of the single buyer model, the PPAs will be
replaced by contracts for differences. These CfDs will have a similar effect of ensuring a
minimum revenue security to cover the financing and fuel purchase. However, it is not
clear whether their duration will be sufficient to provide the security for the LNG purchase.

* Terminal and pipeline operating agreements. These will be required to ensure that the technical
risks of operation are born by the operator, not the LNG supplier or consumer. They will
also ensure that, under normal operating performance, the investors receive a guaranteed
revenue to secure the financing.

The overall contract structure for an LNG projiect will need to include a number of other contracts
and agreements, including construction contracts, financing agreements, shareholders agreements
and pipeline access agreement.

Back-to-back contract provisions create links in the risk chain between parties. The back-to-back
provisions provide matching risk allocation terms by ensuring complementarity of a range of terms
covering base price, indexation, duration, and termination; all these contracts would need to be
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negotiated and signed simultaneously. It is also necessary that any external regulation of prices
(gas or power) should permit the pass-through of costs and prices to ensure the sanctity of the
contracts and the viability of the companies. For this reason, regulators will sometimes require
powers of initial approval of contracts.

Options being discussed for the. proposed reform of the power generation market could lead to the
need to minimize the extent of the long-term take-or-pay type of contracts. This would create a
conflict between the financing requirements of the LNG project and the flexibility of dispatch
needed to create a competitive generation market. Careful consideration should be given to the
design of the gas contracts as well as to the design of the power market to strike the best balance
between these conflicting requirements.

Trading Arrangements

Trading arrangements, which will be based on contracts and agreements between the various
parties, will differ somewhat for each of the models. For illustrative purposes, we summarize the
arrangements for Model 3:

* The GDC will be set up as a new company that will probably have a number of
shareholders. A shareholders' agreement will cover the allocation of shares and
responsibilities for providing finance. A financing agreement with lending institutions may
be required for longer-term financing needs.

The GDC will be the LNG buyer and will contract for long-term LNG supplies delivered at
CIF prices to the terminal. The terms of the import of LNG will be governed by one or more
competitively negotiated LNG purchase agreements.

The LNG Terminal and Pipeline could be subsidiaries or separate companies

* Title to the gas will remain with the GDC up to the exit from the pipeline, when it will pass
to the gas consumers. The terminal owner/operator will provide terminal services under a
processing agreement with the GDC. The agreement will include a large process-or-pay
component to guarantee its financing.

* The pipeline company will provide transportation services under a transportation
agreement, which will also include a large capacity payment. Regulations for operation of
the pipeline system will embody open-access provisions.

* Power stations and gas distributors (and also possibly large industrial consumers
connected to the high-pressure pipeline) will purchase their gas from the GDC under long-
term gas sales agreements. These will include large take-or-pay cornmitments and will be
subject to external regulation.

* The power stations will sell their electricity to the power companies under long-term power
purchase agreements. These could include provisions to be converted into CfDs when or if
an SB model is introduced.

* The distribution companies will sell their gas to various small consumers under externally
regulated gas sales contracts.

Figure 6.6 shows the contracts that formalize the trading arrangements (again, Model 3 is used for
illustrative purposes).
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Figure 6.6 Trading Arrangements and Contractual Relations-Model 3
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Trading arrangements in the other models will share many of the same components, but
significant differences could include who is the gas buyer and whether the title to the gas is held by
the terminal/pipeline companies within the chain.
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7
Regulation and the Role of Government

What Needs to be Regulated?

Four primary objectives for economic regulation are often proposed:

- The protection of consumers

- ;lThe financial viability of the enterprises

T he promotion of competition

- The collection and dissemination of information.

Independent regulation will be required for some of the activities in the gas sector in the short
term, but in the long term the areas where it is required will decrease as competition is introduced.
This changing nature of regulation over time reinforces the need for the laws and regulations to be
flexible and adaptable.

The main focus of economic regulation is on protecting consumers from high prices in the
presence of monopoly powers. This will require regulation of final consumer prices, but the need
for any regulatory oversight or control in the setting of intermediate gas prices depends on the
extent to which monopoly power could be abused-that is, the danger that it could raise prices
significantly above cost. On the other hand, incentives for investors may be improved when prices
are set through bilateral negotiation of contracts.

Gas Pricing Issues

Gas prices should ideally reflect economic costs, which includes ensuring an adequate return (i.e.,
profit) to investors. Gas prices should be set to reflect economic costs. Gas prices set throughout
the gas chain will therefore be built up from a number of cost components:

* The LNG purchase cost

* The terminal and regasification costs
* The pipeline transportation cost

* The gas distribution charge for final gas consumers.
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What are the major LNG cost drivers and key pricing issues in determining and allocating these
costs? And what is the role for price regulation, and how should it be implemented within the
broader context of a regulatory and legal framework? Those issues are discussed below.

LNG Pricing

An LNG purchase contract typically will have a base price and an indexation formula. The most
common practice is to base indexation largely on international oil prices. The main reason for this
is that in many traditional LNG import markets, gas competes against oil products in its principal
end uses.

In the main power sector market in China, LNG would compete most commonly with coal. If the
LNG price were indexed against coal prices, the relative position of gas- and coal-fired plants
would be much more stable. This would make the demand for gas more predictable and reduce the
risk to the LNG and gas contracts. We have used a formula that adjusts a base price of LNG for
the annual percentage price change in crude oil and coal, weighted 70 percent crude and 30
percent coal. (Some gas contracts in Europe have recently been indexed 100 percent against coal,
but more commonly several indexation factors are included in the formula, which can also have
'floors' and 'caps" to limit the buyers' and sellers' risks. We therefore suggest careful
consideration of the advantages and disadvantages to China of alternative pricing and indexation
mechanisms.)

Terminal and Transportation Charges

The major cost components in the charges for the terminal (including regasification) and pipeline
transportation are determined by the fixed costs of the capital investment. Prices should allow the
investor to recover the original investment, earn an acceptable rate of return on the investment,
and recover the operating costs. This approach assumes that prices should be cost-reflective, but
the main question is how investment costs should be allocated over time; the investor will wish to
'front-load' costs, whereas the gas marketer will wish to see lower prices early on to stimulate the
market.

If the predominant aim is to set uniform unit prices, the net present value method of calculating
unit costs levelized over the project lifetime nay be preferred. If this is combined with guaranteed
volumes from the buyer (which will be low in the early years but will grow later), it will provide the
investor with assured and predictable revenues to support the financing of the project.

Uniform Pricing and Transportation Charges

Two different policy issues potentially conflict here: (1) Prices should be cost reflective, and (2)
Prices should be uniform so that the location of the terminal does not result in different prices in
different provinces.

The crux of the issue is whether transportation charges should be differentiated by distance from
the terminal to recover the total costs from all consumers without any cross-subsidy and to provide
congestion signals when a part of the network becomes overloaded. It is likely that neither of these
factors would initially lead to the need for major price differences. We therefore suggest that
transport costs should initially be uniform but that the option to introduce zonal prices at a later
date should be retained.
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Cross-Subsidies

Cross-subsidies between consumer groups are inequitable and will result in lower demand for gas
in sectors that can provide the highest added value from the use of gas. Cross-subsidies are
contrary to the objectives of the Chinese government, so it is unlikely that the government will
adopt this approach.

Regulatory and Legal Framework

The legal framework for carrying out an economic activity such as gas supply comprises a
hierarchy of legal instruments, including the following:

Primary law

* Regulations are the guidelines

* Licenses, permits, and concessions

* Contracts.

A mature sector will probably include all types of instruments but not all are necessary in the early
stages of development. In principle, any right or obligation can be established through any one of
the instruments. The key difference between them is the ease or difficulty with which they can be
changed in response to changing market conditions.

Currently no specific Chinese law deals with the development of the gas sector. Because new laws
take a long time to develop, the government will probably need to signal its intention that the GDC
(if created) will have monopoly rights over a specified area, time scale, and classes of consumers.

It is not within the scope of this report to propose a comprehensive regulatory framework for the
gas sector. Table 7.1 summarizes the main aspects that will need to be regulated in the context of
developing an LNG project and related downstream gas infrastructure, the proposed method of
regulation, and the justification. The term regulator in the table is used to signify whichever body is
responsible for that particular regulatory function.

It should be emphasized that a range of different approaches to regulation of the above aspects is
possible. The table should not be taken as a rigid proposal but rather as an illustration of one
possible approach. A key feature of the table is its intention to allow the main con-tractual rights
and obligations of the parties to be determined through their freely negotiated contracts while
allowing the regulatory bodies the right to approve those contracts before they take effect. In this
context, the term approval signifies that the regulator may not dictate precise terms and conditions
within the contracts but may object if good grounds exist for thinking that the contract may
operate against the public interest. The process of approving a contract happens once only, at the
end of the negotiation phase.
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Table 7.1 Proposed Scope of Regulation

What to regulate How Justification

Prices
LNG purchase Approval of contracts Because the cost of LNG will be passed through the

chain, it needs to be approved to protect final
consumers.

Transportation tariff Revenue cap This cost will also be passed through. Revenue cap will
(one option) provide an efficiency incentive.

Gas supply agreements Approval of power plant Power plants should be free to negotiate a price based
- power contracts on their requirements, but subject to regulatory

approval.
Gas supply agreements -Price cap with fuel cost The distribution companies will have an obligation to
distribution pass through supply small consumers and will be allowed a full cost

(one option) pass through as they are facing a monopoly supplier.
Tariff methodology for Set by regulator The methodology will ensure that there is no
gas prices to consumers discrimination between consumers. It should set an

allowable rate of return on distribution assets an
incentive cap on other costs, and allow a cost pass
through of gas purchase costs.

Gas prices to Approved by regulator Distribution companies propose tariffs that are
consumers consistent with the methodology.
Power purchase Subject to review or The regulator should ensure economic purchasing.
agreements approval
Direct sales to large none 'If these types of sales are permitted, the regulator
consumers should determine the eligibility criteria for large

consumers.
Investment

New investments Approval of projects Should be consistent with overall planning and carried
out in a least cost way.

Service, Standards and Access
Quality of service Standards set by Protection for small consumers.

regulator
Terms for new Approval of proposed Regulator to ensure nondiscriminatory terms.
connections terms.
Transmission pipeline Code to be determined ODpen access should be preserved as a future option.
access later
Technical, safety and Standards set by Must comply with all relevant legislation.
environmental regulator

Note: Approval means only initial approval of contracts.

Who Should Carry Out the Regulatory Functions'

The general principle for the allocation of responsibilities to government bodies is that the
functions of policymaking, ownership, and regulation should be separated. China already partly
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follows this principle, and a new gas department has recently been created in the State Economnic
and Trade Commission (SETC). The present allocation of functions is undergoing change during a
general reform of government departments. Departments with a regulatory function include SDPC
(approval of large investment projects), SDPC Pricing Bureau (approval of interprovincial prices),
and Provincial Pricing Bureaus (approval of local prices). Based on the existing situation, the above
regulatory functions would probably be allocated as shown in Table 7.2.

Table 7.2 Current Responsibility for Regulation

Areas of regulation Who is responsible

Prices SDPC Pricing Bureau and Provincial Pricing Bureaus for gas prices
(and SAFE for foreign exchange), SP for power purchase agreements

Investment SDPC
Service, standards and access SETC (and NEPA for environmental standards)

Allocation of technical regulation activities to SETC appears appropriate. To improve coordination

of the economic regulation aspects it would be highly desirable to concentrate all the functions into
one body. Potentially, this body could be based in either the SDPC or the SETC. A third option is
to create a new, independent regulator. This option is probably preferable in the longer term.
Expertise in both economics and the gas industry is necessary to carry out this function effectively.
Although SDPC has more in the former, SETC probably has more in the latter.

Role of Government Agencies

The evolving gas sector will introduce new private sector investors and create a need for various
government departments to fulfill new roles. Here, we provide an overview of how these roles

could be allocated to various government agencies.

The general principle of efficient management of the gas sector is to make a clear distinction
between who carries out the following broad functions:

Policy. Setting out a general framework to implement the broad objectives of government.
This usually involves balancing a number of conflicting interests-for example, protecting
the interests of consumers while providing incentives to investors.

Ownership. Management of the state-owned assets should be carried out according to

commercial interests. The state, as a shareholder, may be in competition with private
investors but should avoid using its special position to their disadvantage.

* Regulation. Independent regulation safeguards the long-term interests of investors and
consumers and should not be unduly influenced by the state's interests as an owner.

Assigning the above functions to separate entities provides a framework within which private
investors can participate alongside state bodies and helps avoid conflicts of interest. It will ensure
more effective development of the sector by providing a clear set of rules and regulations, a clear
definition of objectives, transparency in decisionmaking, and assignment of responsibility
according to competence.
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The proposed functions in the above table are appropriate for the initial market development
stage. The considerations and respective roles may change over time as the gas system is

developed and expanded.
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8
Financing LNG in China

Key Financing Issues

Several issues that will affect both the financial analysis and financing of a LNG project are
noteworthy. In particular, the uncertainties associated with these issues need to be addressed.
Principal issues include the following:

Rate of return (ROR) required by investors. The ROR wil affect the ability to finance and
structure the project successfully. As the ROR threshold increases (possibly because of the
increased risk premium), the power and gas tariffs necessary to generate revenue to attain
the required RORs will increase. Raising the cost of power and gas to the final consumer
may jeopardize the potential success of the project by limiting market penetration of gas
and increasing the difficulty in achieving tariff adjustments.

Risk allocation and mitigation. These factors will play very important roles. Ideally, efforts
will be made to ensure that the burden of risk is not unduly placed on one entity (see
chapter 2). Mechanisms to share and mitigate risk will need to be reviewed. Risks
associated with financing and fuel supply are probably of greatest concern, as they may
carry a heavy burden and risk of financial loss.

* Financial and ownership link. This link is very strong and will play a large role in determining
the type and source of financing. Increased ownership by Chinese entities may utilize more
domestic sources of finance, both government and financial sector. Alternately, greater
participation by foreign entities would likely lead to increased use of external financing
sources, such as ECAs and international banks, which may have terms and conditions that
are not as attractive as domestic sources (they do not carry a country-risk premium).

The price of gas. The price of gas will likely have less impact on power and gas sales,
although it will have considerably more impact on the price paid by the final consumer for
energy, whether power or gas. Specifically, the CIF price of gas and associated taxes are
treated as pass-through costs, placing the burden on the final consumer. Higher LNG
prices and taxes will thus increase the final price of energy, although opportunities may
exist to share LNG price burden with the supplier, particularly given the current condition
of the market.
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Components for Successful Financing

The financial viability of the project will depend on a number of key issues related to lowering the
risks to lenders and ensuring adequate retums to investors:

* Use of security documents and guarantees. In recent project financing deals, ECAs or
commercial banks have covered political risk, an issue for projects in China. Given the
current climate, this is likely to continue. Gas off-take guarantees and PPAs will be
acceptable, but they are unlikely to be guaranteed by state govemment.

* Project rate of return. Investors will assess the attractiveness of an investment based on the
discounted future cash flow of the investment. The ROR is an important indicator of the
financial attractiveness of a project. The ROR required by international investors in China
would be higher than the ROR they would require for projects in Western Europe or North
America. Based on an analysis of risks, the required project rate of return is estimated to lie
between 12 and 15 percent real posttax.

* Foreign exchange availability. Foreign exchange convertibility and availability will be of great
concern to any project developer. Mitigating the risk associated with possible currency
devaluation will be priority for developers and lenders, particularly considering the recent
dramatic currency devaluations in Asia and the fear that China may face a similar fate.

* Creditworthiness of off-takers. A major consideration in securing financing, particularly given
the current financial environment, wi.ll be the creditworthiness of the gas and power off-
takers. Both the gas and power off-takers will need to have an investment-grade credit
rating. Creditworthy buyers include state companies, such as SP and CNOOC, and
provincial power companies.

Proposed Financing Structure

Figure 8.1 provides a draft summary of the financing structure for Model 3 presented in chapter 6.
The model presents key project components--regasification/ termninal!/pipeline, power plant, and
municipal gas system-as separate project companies. Key features include the following:

* SDPC provides counterindemnity to support ECA participation, which in turn passes
through the lending banks, which arrange financing (for each component) and market the
loan packages to respective buyers.

* The LNG supplier establishes a sales agreement with the Chinese gas buyer for the
purchase of LNG, receiving payment in U.S. dollars via an escrow account. They in turn
repay the international bank for the capital loan.

* Chinese gas buyer maintains agreements with the LNG terminal and pipeline for
processing and transmission fees, supplying gas to the power stations and municipal gas
systems. The Chinese gas buyer does not receive any money directly for the gas, and
instead it passes through the conversion bank to an escrow account to repay the LNG
supplier.

* LNG terminal and pipeline borrows from the lending banks to finance construction and
receives revenue from the power plants and municipal gas systems, repaying lending banks
via an escrow account.
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Power plants receive gas through a long-term agreement with the gas buyer, via the
regasification terminal, and in turn sell power via a PPA to the Electricity Bureau on to
electricity consumers. They receive financing through the lending banks. Repayment to the
banks for the loan and to the gas buyer for the gas is made in Renminbi, is converted to
U.S. dollars to repay foreign fuel and debt cost and expatriate profit. Funds flow through
several escrow accounts.

* Municipal gas company receives financing via lending banks. It has a gas purchase
agreement with the gas buyer and repays gas purchases via an escrow account in a manner
similar to the one power plants use.

Figure 8.1 Financing Structure for Model 3
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Risk Mitigation for Financing

Successful financing largely relates to perception of risk and availability of mitigation measures for
the proposed project. Reducing the risk to a tolerable level is essential and usually cannot be offset
by more generous fiscal or other measures. Many lenders have recent experiences of sovereign
risks. Therefore, the Chinese and state governments need to create a stable and credible business
framework, supplemented by third-party support.

Country-risk considerations may prevent even the strongest of corporate credits in emerging
markets from gaining sufficient access to financial risk management products. Generally, two
types of financial mitigation issues arise-mitigating currency exposure and hedging interest rate
exposure.
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* Mitigating currency exposure. If an entity's revenues are in Renminbi but its input costs are
primarily denominated in U.S. dollars, such as the purchase of LNG, the company will
have a currency mismatch exposing it to RMB/US$ exchange rate movements.

* Hedging interest rate exposure. If the majority of its financing bears a floating rate of interest
based on LIBOR (London Interbank Offer Rate), again this will expose its future income
stream to fluctuations that mirror movements on the LIBOR base rate.

Mitigating currency exposure can be achieved by limiting foreign borrowing requirements. In
addition, the project company can convert Renminbi-backed loans, after completion of the
construction phase, to lower both the foreign exchange risk and the interest rate. Hedging fuel
supply cost is more difficult, although LNG suppliers appear increasingly willing to accept more
risk associated with price movements.

The project can therefore protect itself against interest rate volatility by executing an interest rate
swap with a financial institution, such as the IFC, where the project pays a fixed rate of interest
and receives a floating rate of interest. The cash flows on this swap can be structured to match the
outstanding principal amounts of the uncderlying loan exactly (based on the amortization
schedule).
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Project Financial Analysis

Approach and Methodology

The purpose of the financial analysis was to provide an indicative and preliminary assessment of
the financial viability of investment in a LNG regasification terminal, transmission pipeline, and
downstream investment in gas-fired power generation and gas distribution. The determination of
the financial viability of both power and gas distribution investments was based on the final cost of
power and gas to the respective consumers, given a set of assumptions. It should be remembered
that this is only an indicative analysis for illustrative purposes, and, as such, it may not actually
serve as the actual financial approach chosen for implementing the project.

An integrated financing model was developed to estimate (1) the retail cost of gas to consumers and (2)
the wholesale power tariff for CCGT-generated power sold into the grid, under a range of sensitivities.

First, a Base Case was established. Two key variable inputs were (1) CIF price for imported LNG
and (2) rate-of-return (ROR) thresholds for investors of 12, 15, and 18 percent. By establishing the
respective RORs, the required operating revenue for each project component was calculated, based
on the CIF price of imported LNG. Revenue was used in turn to calculate the following:

* Regasification fee (RMB/CM)
* Pipeline transit fee (RMB/CM)
* Average municipal gas tariff paid by consumers (RMB/CM)
* Wholesale power tariff sold into the grid (RMB/kWh).

The forecast CIF price of LNG (see chapter 4, pricing methodology), based on a pricing formula,
serves as the basis to calculate the delivered cost of gas to the power plant and city gate. Each
component of the model, using a set of variable assumptions, then calculates a discounted cash flow
and detailed RORs, with accompanying cover and financial ratios. Annual cash flows begin in 2005,
the year construction commences, and continue for a 20-year period-that is, to the end of 2024.

Key assumptions (Base Case) may be changed to analyze sensitivity and may be adjusted
individually in each spreadsheet. They include operating and financial assumptions such as these:

* Plant availability and net efficiency
* Capital costs
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* Yearly operation and maintenance costs
* Cash-flow dedication to loan
* Tax rates
* Depreciation
* Capex and operating cost escalators
* Debt/equity composition
* Financing charges: up-front fees, commitment fees, and legal and engineering fees.

It is assumed that the initial train will be 4.2 BCM/year with a 20-year contract and that 3 X 1,000
MW CCGT intermediate-load plants will be built. Based on operating assumptions, gas off-take
contracts will include the following:

* 2.8 BCM/year for CCGT
* 1.0 BCM/year for Shanghai municipal gas
* 0.3 BCM/year for Hangzhou/Ningbo mnunicipal gas.

LNG fuel cost is included as a direct pass-through to gas buyers. Power is sold via standard PPAs
at a Renminbi-based wholesale power tariff (base year 2007) to power companies and fluctuates
annually, beginning in the year of production, 2007. The retail gas tariff is established for the base
year 2007 (year of supply) and fluctuates with the change in the U.S.-dollar imported cost of LNG,
with an average price for all consumers, regardless of consumer type and quantity of demand.

The financial analysis was completed with the intent of providing a general assessment of the costs
involved in financing an LNG project in China and the impact of these costs (capital, financing terms,
fuel supply, etc.) on the final price of power and gas delivered to the consumer. However, the
financial analysis was based on Model 1; the variation in financing between models is minor at this
stage of project development. More detailed assessment of differences between the various models
requires a defined project structure to determnine the relative financial strength of each participating
entity (typically by intemational credit agencies and banks). Once this is complete, more specific
credit terms can be defined, and the cost of financing determined based on their level of participation
in the project and financial risk for capital expenditures and long-term gas contracts.

Gas Pricing Analysis

As Figure 9.1 shows, the projected price of gas (in 1999US$), delivered to the power plant or city gate
fluctuates over time, ranging between about $4.10/MMBtu in 2007 to about $5.00/MMBtu in 2020.
The CIF gas price comprises about 60 percent of total cost, with the renaining cost components
shared relatively equally by regasification and storage, transmission, and taxes. The initial price
increase between 2007 and 2010 reflects primarily the forecast price increase in the price of crude oil,
the principal component of the gas price escalator. From 2010 to 2020, the real price (1999$) of gas
falls because the indexation formula is increasing at a slower rate than in previous years.

Base Case

As presented in Figure 9.2, the power tariff (wholesale; i.e., the ex-plant price, or the cost of power
entering the grid, excluding transmission cost) and municipal gas price (retail) will vary with two
factors. These are the initial CIF supply cost of gas (at signing of long-term contract) and the
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minimum ROR threshold acceptable to investors. The CIF gas price was used on the x-axis, as it is
likely to be the most unknown and difficult-to-predict variable. All prices presented hereafter are
in 1999 U.S. dollars, discounted at an annual rate of 12 percent for a period of eight years.

Figure 9.1 Projected Plant/City Gate Price of Gas, by Component
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Figure 9.2 Base Case: (A) Wholesale Power Tariff in 2007 to Achieve ROR Thresholds and (B) Retail
Municipal Gas Price in 2007 to Achieve ROR Thresholds
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The wholesale power tariff in 2007 (the first year of operation) will range between a low of 0.450
RMB/kWh (US$0.054/kWh), at a 12 percent ROR and $3.00/MMBtu gas price, to as much as 0.577
RMB/kWh (US$0.070/kWh), at an 18 percent ROR and $3.75/MiMBtu gas price. A lower ROR
threshold, 12 percent, and a lower import price of gas would therefore require a lower power tariff,
with a higher ROR threshold, 18 percent, anid a higher gas price would require a higher power
tariff. The municipal gas price (in 2007) follows a simnilar relationship, ranging from 3.27 RMB/CM
(US$394 per 1,000 CM) to 4.34 RMB/CM (USS523 per 1,000 CM), depending on the initial contract
price of LNG and the ROR threshold.

If a ROR of 18 percent is required versus 12 percent, there is a price premium of between 7 and 12
percent on the power tariff and a price premium of 16 to 22 percent on the municipal gas tariff.

Sensitivity of Key Variables

As presented in Figures 9.3 and 9.4, the wholesale power tariff and the retail municipal gas tariff are
both sensitive to a variance in key assumptiorks, which include the following:

* Capital cost (CAPEX)

* CIF gas price

* Fuel Taxes

- RMB/US$ conversion rate

- Project rate of return (ROR)

- ~Capacity factor (for power only).

To determine the respective sensitivities of the power and gas tariffs, these key assumptions were
varied from -20 percent to +20 percent from the Base Case (see Table 9.1)

Table 9.1 Notes for Figure 9.3 and Figure 9.4

Range of variance

S'ensitivityfactors Unit of measure -20% -10% 0% +10% +20%
CAPEX

- CCGT US$/kW $328 $369 $410 $451 $492
- Pipeline US$MM $240 $270 $300 $330 $360
- Regas terminal US$MM $235 $265 $294 $323 $353
- Gas distribution US$/Connection $241 $271 $301 $331 $361
CIF gas price US$/MMBtu $2.52 $2.84 $3.15 $3.47 $3.78

Fuel taxes % 18.4% 20.7% 23.0% 25.3% 27.6%
Conversion rate RMB/US$ 6.64 7.47 8.30 9.13 9.96
ROR % 12.0% 13.5% 15.0% 16.5% 18.0%
Capacity factor % 72.0% 66.0% 60% 54.0% 48.0%
Note: Italics in columns 4, 5, and 6 indicate the likely range of variance. Note that fuel taxes could decrease the range to or
beyond -20 percent, and gas distribution could increase it to or above +20 percent. For CAPEX, a positive (+) variance
indicates increasing costs, and a negative (-) indicates decreasing costs. Capacity factor is for power tariff sensitivity
only. A negative variance reflects an increase in capacity (utilization). Prices are in 1999 U.S. dollars.
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As is demonstrated in Figure 9.3, the variance in the RMB/US$ exchange rate has the greatest
impact on the price of power, followed by CAPEX and the CIF gas supply price. The ROR
threshold for the project and fuel taxes have relatively minor impacts. Although Figure 9.3 reveals
the comparative magnitude of key assumptions, it does not provide a completely realistic range of
the likelihood variance of each assumption. Further analysis is presented hereafter.

Figure 9.3 Sensitivity of Wholesale Power Tariff, 2007
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For example, in Figure 9.4, the likely range of CAPEX and RMB/US$ exchange rate are narrower
than the -20 to +20 percent range. For the CIF gas supply cost, the range may be closer to -5 to +20
percent. Fuel taxes may easily fall outside the -20 percent range, and, if determined by the
government, they could approach zero under a no-tax scenario (see Figure 9.5).

As presented in Figure 9.4, sensitivity of the retail municipal gas price, the variance in the CAPEX
has the greatest impact on the price of gas, followed by the RMB/US$ exchange rate and the ROR.
Again, fuel taxes have a relatively minor impact. As in Figure 9.3, Figure 9.4 does not provide a
realistic range of the likelihood variance of each assumption, in particular in the case of CAPEX for
gas distribution and, again, taxes.

Of all the assumptions noted, government and developers will have relatively little ability to
influence positively or negatively the respective assumptions. The exceptions are some control of
(1) fuel taxes of imported LNG, which government could reduce or eliminate; and (2) power
capacity factor, which is subject to negotiation and under some influence by government. CAPEX
for gas distribution, although generally beyond the government's and developer's influence,
deserves more detailed analysis, given the wide range of actual and estimated cost for gas
distribution systems in China to date.
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Figure 9.4 Sensitivity ofthe Retail Municipal Gas Tariff, 2007
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In Figure 9.5, the Low Tax Case presents the power tariff (wholesale, panel A) and municipal gas
price (retail, panel B) based on minimum ROR thresholds, assuming a 0 percent VAT (equivalent to
the current VAT for domestic gas) and a 0 percent import duty for LNG.

The power tariff (wholesale) under the No Tax Case ranges from between about 0.23 RMB/kWh
(US$0.028/kWh) to 0.25 RMB/kWh (US$0.030/kWh), a decrease of about 0.022 RMB/kWh
(US$0.003/kWh), a decrease of about 10 percent.

The municipal gas price falls as well, with a No Tax range of 1.67 RMB/CM (US$205 per 1,000 CM)
to 1.82 RMB/CM (US$220 per 1,000 CM), a decrease of 0.18 RMB/CM (US$22 per 1000 CM), a
decrease of about 10 to 11 percent.
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Figure 9.5 Comparison of Base Case and No Tax Case at 15 percent ROR: (A) Wholesale Power Tariff in
2007 (B) Retail Municipal Gas Tariff (Base 2007)
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The financial analysis used a range of returns-12, 15, and 18 percent-and completed sensitivity
analysis for gas and electricity prices based on this range. This range is below the standard range
for internationally financed and developed power and gas projects, which is typically above 20
percent. Based on consultation with international banks familiar with LNG finance, World Bank
staff, and others in the financial community, a base rate of 15 percent was used. If 100 percent
domestic financing was available, a lower range could be possible, but it is unlikely that this will be
available, given our discussions with the Chinese officials and SDPC. We did however assume
local financing of domestic components. Table 9.2 shows the sensitivity analysis for the entire
range. A 12 percent project ROR reduces power and gas tariffs by about 7.4 and 9.7 percent,
respectively.

Table 9.2 Sensitivity of Power and Gas Tariffs Based on Project ROR, (2007 in Current Yuan)

Tariff 12% 15% 18%

Power (Yuan RMB/kWh) 0.460 0.497 0.536
Gas (Yuan RMB/CM) 3.33 3.69 4.08
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10
Conclusions
Given the analysis completed during Phase 1 and 2 of this study, several key factors regarding the
establishment of a market for gas and a viable LNG project can be identified:

Gas should be promoted as a strategic fuel option. Based on the projected energy demand and
available energy resources in the study region, and in China in general, gas is an economic
fuel in a nurnber of uses and should be promoted as part of China's strategy for
development of fuel supply options. Gas also has benefits in other areas, such as in
improving energy supply security and mitigating energy-induced environmental problems.

Alternative energy sources such as coal, hydro, and nuclear have limited availability or associated
delivery problems. Coal is presently available in inland provinces, but transportation system
constraints and costs make coal expensive, even without factoring in environmental
impacts. New hydro sites are almost nonexistent. Import of power from large hydroelectric
and minemouth plants in inland provinces is feasible but costly because of the long
distances to the Yangtze Delta. Last, nuclear power is being slowly developed for this
region, but it is unlikely on its own to meet the growing energy demand of the region.

LNG and other gas supply options are complementary, with LNG and offshore gas essential to
satisfy projected energy demand in shorter term. All steps possible should be taken to move
ahead with development of an LNG industry. LNG and other gas supply options are
complementary, and both LNG and offshore gas will be required to satisfy projected
energy demand in the shorter term. Onshore piped gas (from inland and international
sources) does not appear to be economic for this region until the longer term-10 to 15
years. After 2015, projected demand for gas may justify introduction of pipeline gas in this
region. Indications are that offshore gas is present in moderate volumes and could be
developed. Further assessment of this resource should be pursued as a priority. None of
the alternative gas supply sources are likely to be low cost, and imported LNG is therefore
likely to be competitive with other gas supply options and could meet some of the gas
demand from 2005.

The total demand for gas varies with its price, particularly in power generation. We have
examined a number of scenarios. In our Base Case, if gas is delivered at a price range of
$4.00 to 4.50/MMBtu, total demand could be about 2.5 BCM in 2005, increasing to about 5
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BCM in 2007, 12 to 14 BCM in 2010, and 20 to 60 BCM in 2020. In 2010, demand in the
following sectors would be as follows:

- 8 to 12 BCM for power generation

1.5 BCM for residential

- 1 BCM for selected industrial users.

LNG imports could come from a number of sources, at prices competitive with other fuels in the
region. These sources include Australia, Indonesia, Malaysia, and Qatar. At present, LNG
prices in the $3.75 to 4.50/MMBtu range (1999 burner tip prices) are projected for the study
area.

The first LNG project will need at least 2 000 to 3,000 MW of committed power generation to be
developed at the same time as the LNG terminal. The development of this volume of demand
and the sharing of risks of the gas purchase indicate that an LNG project will proceed
sooner if two or more provinces or municipalities cooperate to develop the project than if
one province tries to implement it on its own.

Total expected investment downstream is about US$3 billion. In our Base Case assumptions,
total expected investment for downstream components for an initial project is about US$3
billion. Although this is a substantial sum, the long-term LNG purchase contract is a
greater financial commitment-possibly $10 billion or more over the contract term of 20
years. The creditworthiness of the LNG gas buyer and sufficient paying demand are
therefore critical issues for the project.

The critical factors for LNG development will be deciding who will be the gas buyer and creating or
choosing the form of organization that can most easily provide long-term financial security to
support the project risk. A simple, short, and well-defined contract structure between gas
buyer and consumer is a critical element in reducing risks. The involvement of several
existing and new oil and gas and power interests in a joint venture spreads the risks and
thus constitutes an alternative for reducing them.

The gas buyer needs to have the incentives to encourage and assist in the rapid development of
markets for LNG. The short-term focus is on power (when the power sector will be the maj or
buyer), and the long-term interest is to encourage the growth of the nonpower demand.

The institutional structure should make lontg-tern competition possible between gas suppliers as the
market expands. This requires imposing open-access provisions for the onshore pipeline and
terminal system.

The lack of a primary legal framework for gas distribution means that alternative instruments will
need to be used. These will be necessary to provide long-term exclusive rights to sell the gas
to match the obligation taken on by the gas buyer.

The reform of the power sector, which is designed to expose generators to short-term competition,
could make it considerably more difficult for new gas-fired power stations to provide the long-term
guarantees required for the gas off-take agreements. Careful design is therefore required of the
pending reform of the power market as well as of the long-term gas and power contracts.

Final consumer prices of municipal gas and gas-generated electricity depend on many factors in the
design and implementation of the project and its financial structure. Careful design is necessary
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to ensure that gas and power prices are held at competitive levels while investors receive an
acceptable rate of return.

The financial attractiveness of LNG development is sensitive to a number of uncertainties. Of
these, the most important are the securities and guarantees that can be provided in the
absence of an overall sovereign guarantee, which is unlikely to be available; the project rate
of return; the availability of foreign exchange; and the creditworthiness of the off-takers.
Strategic factors are also vital, such as long-term security of supply and environmental
benefits; these may affect the basic decision to pursue the project.

The Asian financial crisis may have continuing effects on China-both on the energy demand
forecast and on the ability to raise financing. Such effects, if they materialize, are expected to
influence only the short- to medium-term demand (next 2 to 5 years) and should have only
a limited impact on the long-term growth trends.
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